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SAMPLE VERSION : A Declaration on Catholic-Jewish Relations

Twenty years ago, in October _1965 , the Second Vatican Co.uncil. a great conclave
of the world's Catholic bishops. drew to a close in Rome.

During its three

·,

years of deliberations, the bishops discussed the momentous issues facing
humankind and their Church in mid-century.

.T o guide the Church toward the

future, they framed inspired documents, commi tt:fog Catholics to work for
freedom of

belief~

human rights and universal peace and justice.

~mphasizing

the potential for a positive engagement with a troubled world, the Church opened
herself to dialogue with all human communities and sought to renew her role
as a proponent of

rec~nciliatio~

and intergroup cooperat i on.

The · Second

Vatican Council stirred the hopes not only of Catholics but of persons of
good will the world over, for seldom had such a movement of spiritual and
moral renewal displayed itself on the stage of history.

Among those to whom the Church extended a hand of friendship were the Jews.
After nearly twenty centuries

of . ~ragic

antagonism, the bishops forcefully

repudiated the false teaching of anti-Semit-ism and expressed appreciation for
the spiritual

riche~

of the Jewish tradition.

On

ectober 14, 1965, in the

declaration, N'ostra Aetate · (''In our age ... ") . the Church proclaimed'.
"Since the spiritual patrimony common to Chris tians and Jews is then so rich.
the Council -wishes to foster and commend mutual harmony and esteem .
be the fruit
dia~ogues."

This will

above all. of biblical and theol?gical studies and of brotherly
The declaration set the Church

0111

a new course.

Tested by these

succeeding twenty years, the declaration has inspired· more progress in JewishCatholic relations, more "mutual harmony and esteem" than was
preceding twenty centuries.

po~sibl.e

in the

....

,.

""-

--

We celebrate these years of progress and · rededicate ourselves to the ideal
of· "brotherly dialogue" . enunciated at Vatican II.
begun to learn one another's hopes and histories,
str~ngth:

We have begun to learn how to listen t9

to speak for one another.

Yet so· much

r~~ains

In twenty years, we have
struggle~

and sourtes of

one · arto~her.

indeed. how

to understand and accomplish.

We commend to the broa.d er community of Catholics and Jews these ideals of
dialogue and respect.

May our

·pursu~t

of' mutual understanding and cooperation

be an inspiration to the members of every human community.
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Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg

Rabbi Mordeeai Waxman

Rome meeting with Pope f,ouches offan
acrimonious debate among Jew.ish
leaders

To Dialogue or Not
By Walter Ruby

ference lauding what was portnyed as
continued forward movement in
atholic.Jewiah relations.
· "I congratulate Ri•ll""T on the work
be did in the p:ut," Singer said, "but
I believe that like some oC the others
be bas a penon.al apecialty obop in this
field, and is tbm-ef'ore unwilling to concur witb our analyaia that it ia lime to
puah the man at the top oC the church
to go mucb. further than he has been
willing to go." Reigner could not be
reached for comment.
In reaponae to a question, Sin&e" said
· that W JC Pre..i clent F.dgar Bninfman
supports the stand taken by himself
and Hertzberg. and will make a statement on the subject in the near future.
Rabbi M8" Tanenbaum, clire<tor o!
the International Affai.ri. Department.
of the American Jewish Committee
and a participant in the Vatican
meeti.ngB last ....U, said bot!i Singer
arul Hertzberg "seem t6 believe that
the only time that inter.faith dialogue
has any worth is when they are clirect.ly involved."

An ac:rimonious dispute erupted last founding chairman oC the lnterna·
week between some of the top leaders tional Jewish Commit.tee on Inter·
of diaspora Jewry over whether i nter- religious Consultations OJCIC~ said
national Jews ought to be carrying on he believes that "nothing further can
a dialogue with Ille Catholic Church in fundamentally be gained" from the
light of the continued failure of the dialogue between the. Jewish group
Vatican to N!COgnize Israel. .
and the Vatican becauoe "the Roman
Israel Singer, the general secretary ( Catholiai want froin us the agreement
of the World Jewish Congress fWJCl,· · thatJesusChristandChristianityaie
told the JewW. Worl<tthat th1> format part oC Jewish religious history, which
d the meeting in the Vai.tican last
is something we Ca.n not deal with.
'lporam Drivel'
week between Pope John Paul U and whereas we want from them reccgnition
other high VaticanolftcialsandJewish of the State oC Iarael, which they
religious leaders was "demeaning for theologically cannot give.
.
Tenning'Hartmerg'o contel).tion that
the Jews."
.
Declaring that "l have not been to Catholic.Jewi.ab dialogue·is "stuck in
The meeting, between the·Pope and· the Vatican in eight yeara, and I am a groove and not moving forwatd," to
the International Jewish Commit.tee nOt tenibly lonely for it," Hertzberg be "nonaeoae" and 0 ignorant drive),"
on Interreligious Consultations, was said Jewish lead:ers who have taken a Tanenbaum said that the coDti.nuing
held on the occasion of the 20th Bn· ( ·leading role in promoting interfaith willingneao ofthe Pope and other high
niversary of Nostro Attal.I!! an Our diJ1.logue with tb..e Vatican °are people Catholic officials to denounoo anti·
Times), a Papal document that de- who run speciality shops with a ve9led Semitism "is or critical i.oiportance.
nounred all forms ofanti-Semitism and interest in these kinds of meetings."
"The greatest threat we face today
declared that the Roman Ca'tholic
Hen:.berg charged that eome of the · is political anti&mitism from the
Church does not believe the Jews, "" Jewish organizations reprwentecl in Soviet Union, the Arab world, the PLO
a group, were responsible for the death · the IJCIC (including the American and many Third World nationa. To
of Jesus.
Jewish Commiit.ee, Anti·Defamation have the Pope saying to 800 million
The 22-membeT Jewish delegation at
League, B'nal B'Tith, Synagogue Catholics that anti-Semitism is unacthe Vatican was composed largely of Council of America, lsreel Jewish Jn. ceptable ii one oC the D!ost powerful
Ameri<:an Jewish leaders, but alao in· terreligious Council, and the WJC res<)llmB8 we ha"" to fight the 'Zionism
eluded! leaden1 from Europe. Latin
iteell) uh&ve to come up ":Yith a.a iasue is racism' slander."
America and lsT&el. In addition to ita to use to raioe dollars every year, ao
Tanenbaum stTeSSed his belief that
meeting with the Pope, the delegation they need to get in the papers sbowiDg the Pope bas gone forward with the
h eld a series of meetings with it&
they ar-e doing eoxnethine to le.saen dialogue with the Jewe despite ad·
Vatican Counterpart. the Commiaeion anti-Semitism and increase our con. monitiona from some ·ultracon&el'·
or. Religious Relations with the Jews.
nections with the non.Jewish world. vatives'· in the Vatican to slow down
The two groups closed the conference
"We will never be able to make clear the dialogue.
"! think. it is OU\raiOOUS that (SingeT
with a pledge to continue Catholic·
to the Vatican our displeasure over
Jewish dialogue in an effort "to overtheir attitude toward Israel"" long as and Hert.iberg) would aeelt to sabotage
come the residues of indifference, there are eome highly placed Jews who what we have developed over 20 years
resistance. and suspicion."
are always ready to nm to·Rome to and to play directly into the hands of
Nevertheless, Singer Charged that have their pi~ure taken with the t.boee in the Vatican who would prefer
to alow down this developing dialogue
the conference was "completely'nn the Pope."
Vatican 'a terms" and did not deal with
Bath Singer and Hertmerg aaicl they with """ld Jewry," he explained, "and
issues suchasthe Vatican'a continued strongly 4Ulu!eed with the~ instead, perbal>' move closer to the
non·recognition of Israel and the ~art· Re;.~land· Muslim world.."
Both Tanenbaum and LJCIC chairPope's meeting with Palestine Liberaco-cl>airmali_Of t:liiBOverning
tiou Organization leader Yasir Arafat board~:-Reigner, one of the man Rabbi Mordecai Waxman. presitwo years ego.
pioneers on I.he Jewiah aide in the dent of the Synagogue Council of
Meanwhile, Rabbi Arthur Hen. Catholic.Jewish diaiogue, deli~ a America, aald they were aatisfied that
·zbeTg, a vice president ofthe WJC and m"'1°' acldn!oa ~t last · week's con- the Pope and Vatican leadership

understood the impatience of the world
Jewish community with the Vatican's
continued non-recognition of [srael,
and are moving behind the ocenes to
broaden contact.I with Israel.
Waxman and Tanenbaum oaid they
were also impressed with the
wideratanding tbe Vatican leadership
had <lliplayed concerning Jewish objeetions to recent promulgated Vatican
"Notes on the J ews and Jewish·
Caibolic Relations."

Hertzberg charges . Jewish
leaders who ·continue to
pursue the Vatican as "people who run specialty shops
with a ve8ted interest" in
these meetings.

Wax.man said that because orexp,..,,.
aions of Jewish concern that the
"Notes" bad treated the Holocaust in
a brief passage many viewed as bru..
que and superficial, the Pope had said
in bis remarks to the IJCIC that
Catholics abould engage in
"theological reflection . . . to fathom
the depths oC the eztermination of
many million Jews during the Second
World War and the wounds inflicted on
.t he Jewish people."
Wa><man also noted that Cardinal
Johannes Willebrands. the head ofthe
Vatican'• Commission on. Religious
Relations with the J.,..s, had appeared
to evince a more forthright attitude
toward Israel than previously exp....,.
ed by the Vatican.
In a speech delivered during the con·
ference, WillebTands said the chureh
had asked " ita pTeachers and its
teacher11 to consider the religious links
of the Jewish people with the land or
their fathers as well as the

~xistence

of the State oflsrael in the context of

international law."
Waxman noted that in response to
Jewish objections about the treatment
of the Holocaust in the '"Notes," the
IJCIC and the Vatican Commission on
Religious Relati<K\• with the Jews had
agreed to oet up a joint committee to
undertake "a joint study of the
. historical eventa and th·eological im·
plications of the extermination of the
Jews."
Sin!I"" said he cabled both the J.raeli
Prime Minister'• office and that of the
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Hatchet Job?
I the Editor:
llr. Pl>...........,. mun have u80d a
ikhet inllead of a peo to wrile the
licle about me appearicg i..11 tha Ocl.
10 J•wt.lt World. There were
uneroua d.iatorlio111 and mitquolts;
- . eince it'a ~ word llpinat
'·..._.._... ifl <"er i.... u.. oprQmity to lpMk to lbe .,...,..,, 'World
lill, I will be aure to .... a lape

:order.
Sally Beub
1.aU Worth, Fla..

... Fklclleedcluil Ma. Bnclljut
to - I l l print wluit ahe

-'tm.e

,..11.,..,..,r, what abe • .,.. wu
i-tec1 to ~n, Le., Palm Beach
-17 School omcbla.)

aa71. "Tbe ycrung Gel'm&DIJ are dif.
fennL In Weot GermaD,Y you have the

h.i&hett rale ofcomcia11Uo1111 obiectore.
of any COUDtry in the world." And he
oi..n. that de!>>ina the Holocalllll ia
now a crime in Gennaay. .
DHpile her age, Walerford ;eta lo
1Ulivt1'8illea all o..,r the cou.otry lo
witoHa her commitment to the
millio111 of Jewa who died eolely
beca.,... th9y were Jf'Wlah. Heck accomp&Alea her boca1111e be wanta "to
lel the .._.i ltraicbt for the YOlllli i'f
Germa117 who were turned into
m.indl- fanatlc8 and died for an evil
C8.U8e." Hie convictione became a cauae
whoo Amerian Naz.i Party members
in San Dlero bqan lo thruleo him
becauaa hia publi.ohed work offended
them. Ho hM IOOD thla be(ore. Hia
obliptioo wu clear.
The attendance at tho Wator:fonf.
Heck lecture wu diaappointioB-only
175 lhowod up. At moot Wliver8itiea
the leeture ~ drewo otaDdina-room-

"Everyom! kner.o q/tlu! extermina tion camp s, " sa11s
Water:ford.

"The govern-

men ts of the Un ited States
a nd England had broken

the code in which the dall11
death toll& of Jews UJere
recorded. "

only audien<:e9. Joe Tyler, ~udent
government pl'Olfam coordinator at
PAU, told thiJI reporter that be had
met with lepid reapo,,_ from the
~ andother.Jewiab orpniutio111 he had uked to publicize the
event.
A video tape of a Waterford-Heck Jee.
ture Lt part of tho Holocautt rteord at
tho y ad V'Sbem in Jerualem.
a

Poreijµi Miniatry to urge that the
metti1111 in &me ~ discuaed in
cabinet aession..
.
·1 want lo know how the lsraelia fetl
about a group of unadvised Jewioh
deleirates agreeinf to go through with
a meeting that wu clearly dem~lllling
for the JewiBb people," Singer aaid. "I
cal) OD the Government tS blUI \o
Ii'* ua 80IDO 8'lJclanc:e on haw to order
our relationahlp with the Vatican and
'l'ith the Chrutlan world. "
Singer stretl88d that he. along with
virtually all Jewiah leadeno-except ror
ICltle ultro.Orthodox leaden who ehun
all contact with the Christian wcrldhad .been enth....d by what he called
the "quantam leap o( Nowa Artor.
away from 2,000 yeara of anti·
$emit.ism and perMCUtion of Jew• by
the Catholic Church." Singer said, ,
however, that the Vatican ''Note• on )
the Je-" publw..d in Juno had been
"the Ma>nd recent lDltallCO o( really
bad newa iD t he Jewiab.Cathollc
dialogue aft.er the Pope'• meetina with
ArafaL
"Despite the fact that the IJCIC
criticized the notoe, they cbooe to go
ahead with the 20th annivenary
celebrations, in-.! of c:alli1111 for a
re&ues'Srnent....

The IJCIC la.st June termed the
notes "regressive in spirit." And while

. .ting I.bat "tbere is much ofpcl<!itive

·nlue iD the noi.," IUCh as~-.

tio111 "oo the Jewllh roota of Cbrio- ·
tlanity," the IJCIC noted that "the
docum~t itaelfrenecto lit.tie recoeni·
Singer aaid ha waa also concerned
that "with the e"""ption of Cardinal
(Johannea) Willebrancl&, who ill retir·
ing, only 4econd·rale Vatlceo

T11eSuper "6bleiltnnes
Yo':' caritfind.ang.,here els~!
Ifyou're looking (or price, this is
probably not the house for you. But
if you're looking ror value, re.ad on.
We offer a euperb subdivision with
a lake and deep water canal lots.
Full grown trees galore, a wooded
paradise. Property identified with a
dignified monumental Jandacaped
entry, near a brand new elementary
achoo!. Quiet beauty, with rigid architectural control so your invest.-

inent ie protected 9Ji.d. can be resold
easier at a future time.
Now the houses ... over 90 quality features and silt great floor plans.
Our decorated, fumiahed m~b
ahow you what great potential these
home• have.
Ifwe have tweaked your cwiosity,
come out and look ua over, because
if you haven't seen WI and our fin.ancing, you're not ready to buy.

3and4 Bedroom Homes from

$73,990
BelolD market raksfor FHA-VA Financing
(~s rate JJ.244% APR).
LolO interest rid:eafarcofU1efltfonaljinancfng
also avcdlable. We pay mortgage costs.
2 .... ·-...uldn5*-

GULf'SHORE HOMES

HUN'TINGTON WOODS
in the Village of Royal Palm Beach
I mile north of Okeechobee Blvd. on Royal him Beach BJ>d.

Models Open: Monday-Friday 10am-6pm, Saturday IQam·Spm;
Sunday 10am-6pm •Brok~'Wekome

Phonr.: Sales Office 793-8366 or 798-3494

~tarieamet With !h• ~·
ought i.fu! meeticg with the Pope

was perfu.octory , Rabbi Waxman read
hi.I .imarks ancll the Pope read hi.a in
return, without an opportunity for
dialogue. I ..,. that this is far too little to be acceptable from them at thi.a
II.are. 20 ye&n after Noitrot AtfOU. "
Stating that the note. were "totally
inact.quate''. in t.helr treatment ofthe
Holocaust and the creation of the State
of brae), the IJCIC was particularly
critical of a .,........ph in the not.ea •
which said that the existence oflarael
"llbould be enviaqed not in a perspec.
tive which ie itNlf religious."
The IJCIC aaid that this appeared to
deey the religiou.a aignificanoe oflsrul
for Jewa, and noted that "nothinr ll
aald about Iarul'• right to exilt er of
the jultice of her cauee."
Singer aaid th.et aft.er the Vatican
made clear to the IJCIC thio summer
that It had no intention of revi1ing it&
notea lo n!apond to Jewillh objection&,
the IJCIC ought to have refused lo 110
ahead 'l'ith the ocheduled 20th ann.iveha:ry celeb,.tions of Noit.f'M
A11<itc.
~1£oru.idered

comin..s. al~nltl!! Rome

to l!J'Pnls "PP'"
d;ntp jfti+ J;ld~ to
do it from home,•• Sl.ul'er.:!lained. "l
became alarmed in part

use many

of the sections of the WJ~cb aa the
OuW. and BclMn oed.iotl$-weN ask·
Ui'i how we can go and meet wtlb lhe
~'!.h~ll'.illnot_
~.. larael.
It was not Clt) illue of our being
ed to dialogue. but rather a sense tb~t
this was not a true dialogue. Our aide
wu fiving mu.ch more th$n the
Catholic eide."
S-1., l'&I" 0

oppoe-)

Know the Important
Issues of
. Our Commun.itv-

·Interreligious Affairs Department of The American Jewish Committee

THE AJC AFTER VATICAN COUNCIL II: A CHRONOLOGY OF SELECTED
AJC INITIATIVES IN JEWISH-CATHOLIC RELATIONS
The AJC correctly perceived that Vatican II had opened a window of unprecedented
opportunity for Jewish-Catholic relations.
The future of such relations
however, was by no means insured by the mere promulg·a tion of Nostra Aetate. Like
any declaration, its promise lay in its implementation, not in its text. Unlike
other high-minded documents however,. Nostra Aetate has been taken quite seriously. The U.S. Catholic Bishops Conference, formed in 1966 as a direct result
of the Council's empowerment of nat.ional hierarchies, set up, as early as 1967,
a Subcommlssion on Catholic/Jewish Relations. This subcommlssion issued its own
guidelines for the implementation and interpretation of Nostra Aetate in · the
same year. In 1968, the bishops established a full-time Secretariat for
Catholic/Jewish Relations. Originally based at Seton Hall University, the
Secretariat ls now in Washington, D.C. Continuing its tradition of leadership
in promoting Jewish-Catholic relations, the AJC began numerous joint programs
with American Catholic groups in order to assist in the realization of the
Council's intentions. What follows ls a selection from the many activities
which the AJC has conducted with Catholics in the U.S. and abroad in the
post-conciliar period.
1966 -

AJC organizes an Institute on Jewish-Catholic relations for faculty and
seminarians at Woodstock College, a Jesult instltution, near Baltimore.
To orient laypersons to interreltgious. encounters AJC publishes a Guide
to Interreligious Dialogue. For the first time in American religious
history, a Jewish organization (the AJC) gives an award to the American
cardinals in "heartfelt appreclat ion" of their work at the Council.

1967 -

AJC convenes six conferences around the country dealing with the
training of Catholic religious educators. AJC follows up on its earlier
Catholic textbook self-studies by participating in a conference in Rome
on Catholic teaching materials in Europe and South America.

1968 -

Intensive work continues in the area of teacher training, as an eightweek seminar for Catholic educators on Judaism ts held in Chicago. A
major conference of Jewish and Catholic theologians is held in the
midwest.

1969 -

AJC co-sponsors eight lectures at the Pius XII Religious Education
Center in Detroit aimed at Catholic teachers. Reaching out to lay
persons, the AJC co-sponsors a meeting with The Grail, a national
Catholic women's organization on the meaning of Israel for American
Jews.

1970 -

A major study of the anti-Jewish bias of the famous Oberammergau Passion
Play .is published by AJC. Cathol le support .for a reworking of the drama
is enlisted as the study is distributed to ecclesiastical authorities in
West Germany.

, _.~
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1971 -

During the 70's, the AJC uses its high-level contacts at the Vatican
repeatedly to build support and understanding for Israel. In this year,
the AJC submits a memorandum to the American cardinals on Jerusalem and
the holy places to help offset Arab pressure on the Vatican. AJC
convenes a major Jewish-Catholic conference in Philadelphia.

1972 -

The National Interreligious Task Force on Soviet Jewry, headed by a
Catholic nun, Sister ·Ann Gillen, ls set up with AJC co-sponsorship in
Chicago. The Task Force will raise awareness in the Christian communities about oppressed religious minorities in the Soviet Union and
promote interreligious activism on their behalf . AJC representatives
part ic lpate ln an international conference with Vatican representat.ives
on hun:ian rights and religious freedom.

1973 -

Publication of Catechetics and Prejudice by Father John Pawlikowski.
This volume summarizes the Catholic textbook self-studies conducted at
St. Louis University. AJC's South American office conducts an extensive
study of 134 Catholic textbooks used on the continent which recelves a
wide distribution among the Latin American bishops and education
departments. A pilot project in Jewish studies ls initiated by the
office at a Jesuit university in Buenos Aires.

1974 -

The Pro Deo and Louvain University (respectively, Italian, Spanish and
French) text book self-studies are summarized in English under the
title, How Catholics Look at Jews by Claire Huchet Bishop and published
by the AJC and Paulist Press.

1975 -

Several commemorations marking the ten year anniversary of the promulgation of Nostra Aetat~ take place in American cities under AJC
sponsorship. On January 15, the Vatican Secretariat on Religious
Relations with Judaism issues a set of "Guidelines on Cathol le-Jewish
Relations" calling for implementation of Nostra Aetate in the revision
of text books, liturgy, preaching, as well as joint social action and
study.
AJC partlclpates actively in a jolnt liaison committee with the
Vatican Secretariat. The committee is charged to improve Catholic-Jewish
relations throughout the world.

1976 -

AJC representatives meet with Vat lean officials in Jerusalem (1976).

1984

As a result of the meeting, a communique is issued which condemns
international attempts to defame and isolate Israel. Archbishop Thomas
Donnellan of Atlanta addresses the National Executive Council (1977),
calling interreligious cooperation "one of the most significant developments of the twentieth century." Also in 1977, AJC and Paulist Press
copublish Faith Without Prejudice by Dr. Eugene Fisher, a work devoted
to rebuilding Christian attitudes towards Judaism. AJC and National
Interreligious Task Force representat.lves go to the Belgrade conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe (1977) to press for religious
freedom and human rights for Jews and others in the Soviet Union. AJC
leaders meet with Pope John Paul II (1979), who reaffirms his commitment
to Nostra Aetate and the Vatican Guidelines for its implementat.ion.
During the 1980's, AJC launches a series of seminarians' conferences

....~
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which bring together future Jewish, Catholic and Protestant clergy. In
in cooperation with the Nati onal Catholic Educational Association,
AJC copublishes Eugene Fisher's, Seminary Educat1on and Christian- Jewish
Relations. AJC establishes the Natlon~l Institute for Catholic-Jewish
Educ~tton, directed by Sister Anna Marie Erst, in 1982. The Institute
seeks to. enhance Catholics' understanding of the Judaic heritage of
Christianity by providing educational materials and resources for
religious schools . In 1984, Archbishop John O'Connor o~ New York and
Cardinal Joseph BernaFdin of Chicago speak, respectively, at the AJC's
Annual Meeting and at the NEC.
1983~
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·. ~nterreligious. Affairs Department of the American Jewish Corrmittee
ISSU~S

IN THE JEWISH-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE:

A Syllabus for Adult Education
Purpose
Jews and Christians are related to one another. For Christians, the people
Israel are, in the words of the Apostle Paul, the rich olive tree onto which
they have been grafted as a wild branch. Christianity grew out of the historical soil of Judaism and preserves in its rituals, practices and doctrines a
Jewish heritage. In the theological sense, Christians are those who have been
brought to the worship of the God of Israel by following a Jew from Nazareth.
It is natural therefore for Christians to have an abiding interest in Judaism
and the Jewish people. This interest has intensified in the two decades
following the second Vatican Council.
Jews have always recognized in Christianity a version of their own faith
and teaching "through a glass darkly." The sages of antiquity and of the
Middle Ages understood the Jewish roots of Christianity. however perplexed
- and, indeed, persecuted - Jews were by the institutional church, they did not
doubt the monotheistic, Biblical core of the Christian message. · Having seen
some light in the other faith and having known much darkness in their experience
of it as well, Jews are curious about the religion that is both familiar and
strange. In a free and pluralistic country where few traces of religious
coercion exist, this curiosity is maturing.
This course will put the relationship between the two great traditions into
perspective. Our purpose is to understand the new relationship of respect that
is supplanting the old relationship of contempt and, frankly to foster that
relationship. We will focus on the great themes which have divided Jews and
Christians, for example, the issues of Jesus, messiah, the Law, "old" versus
"new" covenants and responsibility for the crucifixion, and assess the contemporary state of discussion of these issues. It is hoped that the course will
both inform the participant of current learned discussions and serve as a
stimulus to individual and communal theological reflection.

Format
The course is divided into eight units, each devoted to some historical or
theological theme in Jewish-Christian relations. Each unit may be treated in
one class session of approximately 1 1/2 hours duration.
The style envisioned for ~he course is that of a seminar. Each participant
must read the material pertinent to the unit in order to derive benefit from the
discussion. The group will be led by a resource person who need not teach, but
must take responsibility for guiding the discussion. No special expertise is
required for this role. Participants may elect to take responsibility for
sessions on an individual basis.
This course can serve as either a preparation for dialogue or a vehicle for
dialogue, that is, Jewish groups and Christian groups can take the course in
isolation from one another or can study together. Clearly, the composition of
the group will be decisive fqr the nature of the discussion and of the groupdynamics. Group leaders must take care to be attentive to this issue insofar as
the course intends to be more than an academic experience. Whether as a course

(2)

about dialogue or a course in dialogue, the . material :covered is of more than
antiquarian or sociological interest. It precipitates an encounter with the
other and with oneself as persons of faith working towards a mature theological
perspective on the relationship of Judaism and Christianity.
Required Texts
What are the
Paulist Press

about Christian-Jewish Relations, John T. Pawlikowski,

We Jews and Jes~~, Samuel Sandmel, Oxford University Press (1973) selected
official statements of the Roman Catholic Church
Readings
Unit I:

Approaching the Other in light of
Centuries of Estrangement
Sandmel: ch. 1

Unit II:

Jesus in his Jewish World*
Sandmel:

Unit III:

chs. 2, 3, 4

Jesus in the sight of Christians and Jews*
Sandmel: ch. 5
Pawlikowski: ch. 4

Unit IV:

Crucifix ion and "Deicide"
Pawlikowski:

Unit V:

ch~

1

Law and Covenant
Pawlikowski: ch. 2

Unit VI:

The Holocaust and the State of Israel
Pawlikowski: chs. 5 and 6

Unit VII:

Jewish Views of Christianity
Sandmel: ch. 6
Pawlikowski: ch. 3

Unit VIII:

Christian Views of Judaism
Nostra Aetate, with commentary and
other docL1T1ents

*rt is recommended that all read one or more of the Gospels as additional
background for these units.
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Background· Issues and .- Discussion Questions
Unit I. Tension arose between the followers of Jesus and other Jews about
the meaning of their master's life. To first century Jews, accustomed to much
religious diversity and ferment, Jesus' teachings were not unusually controversial. The claim that Jesus arose from the dead was also well within the
imagin.a tion of a people who believed in resurrection. Although relatively free
in their interpretation of the law, Jesus, and his followers were no different
from other Jews in that respect. Jesus' or his followers' belief that he was
the awaited messiah was also not strange to a people who daily anticipated
deliverance fr6m Roman sujugation. How then did tensions arise? Part of the
reason was theological. Although Jesus was at home in Judaism, he did speak in
his own name and either claimed - or had attributed to him by his disciples - a
special authority and relation to God. The decisive theological tension was
probably introduced by Paul. Paul cast the validity of all of Jewish belief and
practice into doubt by his assertion that God has acted in a new way through
Jesus. Guided by a certain interpretation of Paul's writings, some Christians
began to believe that the Jews were rejected by God and that they were the sole
inheritors of the ancient divine promises.
The crucial parting of the ways occurred as Paul's gentile followers came
to outnt.Jllber the Jewish follQwers of Jesus, many of whom had actually known him.
Soon a pa·s sionate argument between Jews over the meaning of faith and Torah grew
into an ominous confrontation between Jews and gentiles. When the Jews of
Palestine revolted against the Romans, shockwaves swept the diaspora. After the
destruction of Jerusalem, during which the Jewish followers of Jesus were
decimated, many gentile Christians disassociated themselves from the vanquished
Jews in order not to incur the wrath of Rome. The Gospels reflect this movement
in attitude from solidarity with the Jews to ambivalence about and finally
repudiation of the Jewish people. The Gospels reflect as well the perception of
some Christian communities that they were expelled from the Synagogue. While
the history of this expulsion is not clear, it is certain that leaders of the
developing rabbinic movement found reason to reject Christian interpretations of
Torah. The excommunication of Christians from the Synagogue did not occur in
the first century, nor was it uniform in the Jewish world.
With the end of the Jewish-Christian majority and the repudiation on both
sides, the "Jesus movement" and emerging normative Judaism split into distinctive groups. Within two centuries; after surviving successive waves of persecution, the Christians "conquered" the Roman Empire. The Jews became an even more
vulnerable minority in the new Christian state. As a complex history of social,
political and economic factors intervened, tension and estrangement hardened
into law and doctrine. With the outbreak of physical violence during the First
Crusade, shadows lengthened across the Middle Ages.
1.

What are the classic Jewish "grievance~' against Christianity?
What are the classic Christian "grievances" against Judaism?

2.

To what extent has the Jewish/ Christian estrangement been caused by
·theological differences and to what extent has it been caused by socioeconomic problems?

3.

What socio-economic conditions encouraged the teaching of contempt for the
Jews? What new s<;>cial conditions have worked to encourage better
relationships?
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4.

ls fundamental theological change possible in our attitudes towards one
another? That is, can Jews and· Christians affirm the value and integrity
of the other's tradition out of the resources of their own tradition? Is
theological re-thinking necessary or is democratic pluralism enough to
foster mutual respect?

5.

The Jewish thinker Franz Rosenzweig wrote of a divinely ordained design in
the Christian "yes" and the Jewish "no" to Jesus.· Briefly, Christianity
calls us to recognize the possibility of eternity and salvation now, while
Judaism calls attention to the tragic and unredeemed character of our
world. Do you think that Jewish/Christian estrangement serves such a
purpose in God's world or was - is - this estrangement simply a tragic
human error?

Units II &: III.

Modern historical research has shown that the Jewish world of first century
Palestine was alive with many currents of belief and faith. It has become much
easier to place Jesus in an appropriate context; that of the progressive Jewish
movement·s of his day. In particular, Jesus seems cil.ose to the Pharisaic
movement. Like the Pharisees - forbears of rabbinic Judaism - Jesus emphasized
inner holiness, return to God, moral righteousness, prayer and discipleship.
Scholars today understand that the harsh depictions of Pharisaic Judaism in the
New Testament are caricatures rather than neutral descriptions, produced by
Jewish-Christians engaged in a family quarrel with other Jews. From what is
known of early rabbinic Judaism from other sources, it has become clear that
Jesus occupied a place in the rabbinic world. Our new appreciation of the
complexity and diversity of that world has led Jews and Christians to rediscover
the Jewishness of the man, Jesus.
1.

What changes have taken place in the ways we think about religion and
history which have enabled Jews to inquire into Jesus?

2.

While modern Jews have taken an interest in the "Rabbi from Nazareth,"
their understanding of him is, of course, quite different from that of the
Christians. Are the newer approaches to Jesus good grounds for dialogue?
ls Jesus a "bond or a barrier?"

3.

Recent Catholic theologians have -argued that Christology, that is, formal,
systematic thinking about the meaning of Jesus for Christianity, must be
done "from below." They mean by this that the Christian must learn what
God has done in Jesus by studying Jesus' life and his humanity, rather than
approaching the problem with preconceived ideas about Jesus' divine nature.
Jesus' divinity is to be discovered in the midst of his humanity and from
the vantage point of his humanity ("from below") rather than as something
superimposed upon humanness. Are Jewish understandings of Jesus' humanity
of interest to Christians in this undertaking or must these understandings
be fundamentally incompatible with a Christian's theological needs?

4.

What are your views of the "Jesus of history?" As a Jew, does Jesus seem
to be a fellow Jew - perhaps, as Martin Buber wrote - an older brother?

5.

As a Christian, what does Jesus' Jewishness mean to you? Does it imply any
consequences for your feelings, attitudes and relations concerning contemporary Jews?

0
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Unit IV. No other theological issue has so painfully divided Jews and
Christians as the charge of ''deicide"; that ls, that the Jewish people willfully
executed the son of God and bear an eternal guilt therefrom. This false dogma
was a principal cause of Jewish disabilities throughout the centuries. Although
rejected by the Council of Trent (1545-63), it was not until the Vatican Council
II that the false teaching was fully identified as such and repudiated. In Fr.
Pawlikowski' s words, this repudiation was "the greatest single achievement" of
the Council. Sophisticated modern research into the character of the New
Testament documents and into the historical situation of the Jews under Roman
rule tends to support the thesis that Jesus was killed because he was seen as a
political threat to Rome, by Romans, albeit with the complicity of a corrupt
Temple establishment. Some historians shift all of the blame onto the Romans,
others hew to the traditional attribution of primary guilt to the Jews. Most
agree that the documents cannot be read as factual descriptions of a trial, but
rather reflect the memories, theologies, conflicts and purposes of different
Christian communities, generations after the event.
This issue however transcends the scope of history. It is, in a sense,
irrelevant what the historian decides actually took place . The relevant issue
is whether the highly charged story of the last days of Jesus will continue to
be used to legitimate anti-Semitism or whether deeper and truer uses will be
realized.
1.

Christians see in Jesus' death a willing sacrifice which enables the human
person to once again be reconciled with God. What meaning - if any - could
Jews find in the death of this one Jew?

2.

What reasons can be given for the Roman opposition to Jesus?
Temple priest~ood's opposition?

For the

3.

The New Testament pictures the "Last Supper" as a Passover meal.
this, some Christians ~old a Passover seder during Holy Week.
ceremonies enhance or impede interreligious understanding?

Do such

4.

To mark

The dramatization of the last days of Jesus, a genre known as the "passion
play" has existed since the Middle Ages. The best known of these, held at
Oberammergau, Bavaria, continues in the medieval tradition of contempt for
and rejection of the worth of Judaism. Many passion plays represent the
stories of Scripture as if it were certain that the Jewish people unanimously condem.n ed Jesus and bore an irremediable guilt in consequence.
Would it be possible to write a passion play that makes use of contemporary
scholarly insights, or must the Jews always appear as the villains?

Unit V. Jesus' attitude towards the ceremonial and ritual laws of Judaism
was complex. While relatively free in his practice of some commandments, he was
quite strict in following others. Indeed, Jesus urged his disciples to do all
of the commandments and to exceed the standards of piety set by the Pharisees.
Given the fluidity and ferment of Second Temple Judaism and the complicated
character of the Pharisaic revolution, Jesus' attitude towards the law fits in
well with the times. We must not imagine that Jesus was a lone dissenter
against a world of "orthodox" Jews: that world had not yet come into being.
Jesus and others, who passionately taught different interpretations of the
Torah, were laying the groundwork for future orthodoxies.
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It was Paul, not Jesus, who gave to Christianity a rather negative appraisal of Jewish law and an orientation which militated- against the adoption or
recognition of it. It is difficult to distinguish what Paul meant from the
traditional interpretations given to his ambiguous thought. Increasingly,
scholars believe that they have found a deep vein of conservative and positive
appreciation for the law in Paul, despite what countless generations of Christians have read in his letters. The original context of Paul's letters increasingly clarify his intent. He did not address the significance of the Law
for Jews, but for gentiles who would become Christians. They did not first need.
to become Jews and adopt the Law. Faith in Jesus sufficed to bring them to God.
Thus the old opposition between Law- and love, works-righteousness vs. grace,
self-justification vs. divinely given reconciliation can no longer describe the
relationship of Judaism to Christianity. The old stereotypes have been exposed
as caricatures by sensitive scholars.
1.

If Paul did not reject Judaism and its Law, but continued to affirm the
integrity of both, what is the significance of Jesus' death and resurrection?

2.

If it is not true that God made a new covenant with those taken from among
the gentiles which replaced the older one concluded with the Jews, what
sort of relationship does God have with the gentiles who have come together
in a church?

3.

Can there be two covenants? One expanded covenant? What happens to
Judaism's claims of having a special, "chosen" relationship with God if the
Christians are also included, in some sense, in the covenant?

4.

The traditional distinction among Christians regarding the "Law" is that
the "moral" precepts are to be observed but not the "ceremonial" commandments. Is this a useful distinction today?

Unit VI. The Jewish people have experienced two "alpine" events in this
century: the unspeakable destruction of over six million European Jews and the
rebirth of a Jewish commonwealth in the land of Israel. By pairing these two
colossal events, we do not mean to reduce or distort the singularity and meaning
of each one in isolation. Nonetheless, they seem .to follow one another as day
follows night. Indeed, most theologians consider them in this fashion. ·The
Holocaust and the birth of the State of Israel pose fundamental and inescapable
questions to Jew and Christian alike. They cause persons of faith in both
traditions to ·abandon theological abstractions, riveting attention back to the
terror of history and the crucial variable of human responsibility for history.
Although there is no consensus among thinkers who have exposed themselves to the
uncertain lessons of Auschwitz, the conviction has emerged that theology and
philosophy cannot go on as if nothing had occurred: the very ways in which we
thi.nk about humanity and God change in the shadow of this event. Similarly for
Jews, and perhaps also for Christians, the reality of the Jewish state has
changed fundamental categories. No longer are the Jews of necessity a people
1 iv ing in exile. Nor are they only a powerless minor! ty, exposed to the
arbitrary whims of often hostile majo~ity populations. This new status has
caused a seismic shift in Jewish moral, religious and political consciousness.
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Correspondingly, the change of status has challenged classical Christian
conceptions of the role of the Jews in history and has introduced blatant and
subtle challenges to Christian theologies of Judaism.
1.

The leading Christian scholar of the Holocaust, Franklin Littell, refers to
that event as a "credibility crisi~' for Christianity. In his view, the
fact that the Holocaust occurred in the heartland of the Reformation calls
into question the very validity and coherence of the Christian faith. Is
this indictment, by a Christian, cogent?

2.

Irving Greenberg has written that any theology after Auschwitz which could
not be heard by burning children is obscene. Richard Rubenstein has called
for the repudiation of the Biblical God of justice and mercy who could allegedly punish his people for their sins in death camps and for a r.e turn to
a paganism whose only god is "omnipotent Nothingness." Such views attest
to the radical character of post-Holocaust thinking. Can Jews and
Christians continue to think in pre-Holocaust patterns about the great
themes of their faith and about one another? Must they modify their
thought? Must they abandon.former beliefs?

3.

Christians and Jews have different approaches to the Land of Israel. For
Christians it is "holy" through association with Jesus, and the events of
Sacred Scripture which took place there. for Jews, it is holy because God
promised it to them through Abraham and that therefore their destiny is
caught up with it in a present and future way. Can Jews articulate their
love for the Land of Israel in categories Christians can comprehend?

4.

Can Christians discover the radical significance for Jews of the earthly
Jerusalem from their own hopes for a "heavenly Jerusalem?"

5.

Is Zionism a religiously authentic development in Judaism?
another form of anti-Judaism, of anti-Semitism?

ls anti-Zionism

Unit VII. The Jewish people began their caree~ with a sense of their own
uniqueness. A "kingdom of priests and a holy nation," they differentiated their
beliefs and worship from those of ether · peoples. Against the . successive
backdrops of Canaanite idolaters, Greek philosophers, Roman political and
mystery religions, and the daughter faiths of Christianity and Islam, the Jews
believed themselves to be uniquely loved and blessed by God. While not denying.
some measure of worth to certain aspects of pagan and Christian/Islamic
religious 1 i fe, they were certain that the it own tradition, Torah, most
perfectly enunciated God's will for humankind. Recent shifts in perspective
have shaken this certainty. On the secular _side, there has been an explosion of
knowledge about the sociology and history of religions which has changed the
ways in which religious traditions are understood. Both scientists of religion,
who stand outside of any tradition, and those committed to belief, understand
that there are broad areas of commonality between traditions. For those who
stand within the Jewish tradition, there is a growing awareness of the value of
Christian faith within a secularized and materialistic world. Jews have been
moved to a new appreciation of Christianity in light of this awareness and in
recognition of the stirrings going on in the churches to forever purge the faith
of its anti-Judaism. In view of these changes, Jews have asked themselves
whether the traditional categories for interpreting the meaning of other
religions are still valid.
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1~

How have Jewish thinkers typically understood Christianity?
considered it a form of idolatry or of monotheism?

Have they

2.

What is meant by the concept of "children of Noah?" Are Christians
"children of Noah?" Is this concept adequate to categorize the Christian
believer in terms of a contemporary Jewish theology?

3.

The way in which a religion conceives of the other mirrors its conception
of itself. Think about how the Jewish sense of self is changed by the
various theological approaches to Christianity outlined in Pawlikowski.

4.

Classical Jewish thinkers such as Maimonides were willing to grant that
Christianity had value insofar as it spread a version - albeit a distorted
one - of Tor ah to the gentiles. Such tolerance, welcome and rare as it
was, st i 11 did not grant to Christians an authentic revelation. That is,
Christianity was an entirely human thing. We modern Jews must wonder,
paradoxically, whether Christianity is also a divine thing. Is Christianity a place where God has been active?

Unit VIII. The momentol!s events in contemporary Jewish history have caused a
ferment in the long-stagnant Christian perspective on the Jews. Christian
reflection on the Holocaust has led theologians to assess the dark tradition of
ant !-Judaism, the "teachings of contempt," and to work on purging Christianity
of this negative dimension. An ecumenical spirit within Catholicism opened the
Church to encounter with other Christian denominations and this new openness
enhanced relations with Judaism as well. Thus, out of her own resource~, the
Church has been led to ponder anew the "mystery of Israel" upon which her own
mystery is grounded. Where formerly there was exclusivity and condescension,
there is now dialogue and re~pect. Against this background of exploration of_,
and respect for Judaism, numerous social contacts, dialogues, and study groups,
theologians are seeking to develop the proper language to conceptualize the
Jewish-Christian reality. The Vatican "Declaration on the Relation of the
Church to Non-Christian Religions" ("Nasta Aetate," 1965) and the subsequent
"Guidelines and Suggestions for Implementing Concili-a r Declaration Nostra
Aetate" (1974) provided Catholics with a begihning for this long, difficult
process.
1.

What new ground was broken by Nostra Aetate? What teachings were implicitly declared false therein? To what did the Catholic Church commit
itself in the Declaration?

2.

The final version of th~ Declaration was weaker than the various draft
versions on the issue of Jewish gull t for the crucifixion. Would a
stronger statement have substantially improved Jewish-Christian relations
beyond what was already secured?

3.

What are the strengths of Nostra Aetate?

4.

On the basis of your study of developments in Christian theology since
Vatican II, how have theologians incorporated the concepts in the Declaration into their work? How have they moved beyond the Declaration?

5.

What remains to be done on the Christian side?

What are its weaknesses?

On the Jewish side?
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THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL AND THE STATEMENT ON THE JEWS: AN INTRODUCTION
What ls a Council?
In order to understand Vatican Council II, it will be useful to discuss the
idea . of councils in general and the background of Vatican Council II in particular. According to Catholic tradition, there have been 21 ecumenical councils
in the history of the church. The word "ecumenical" means universal. An "ecumenical council" is one that has binding significance for the universal church.
All of the leaders of the church need not be present, nor is the designation
"ecumenical" given in consequence o'f geographic or numerical representation. It
refers to the authority of such a council. An ecumenical council represents the
highest authority in the church. In the Catholic view, the Holy Spirit is
present at an ecumenical council, guiding the deliberations of-the council
fathers. Pope John Paul II, while bishop of Cracow, attended the Council and
wrote of his ·belief that it was guided by the Holy Spirit:
Through the whole experience of the Council, we have contractea a debt
the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Christ which speaks to the
churches (cf. Revelations 2:r>. During the Council and by way of it,
the word of the Spirit became particularly expressive and decisive for
the Church.1
to~ards

It is clear that the declarations of the Second Vatican Council, such as Nostra
Aetate, are regarded by the Church as inspired and of the highest authority.

Church Councils and the Jews
Throughout history, councils have often had a significant impact on the
Catholics' relation to the Jews. The first council - the model for all others met in Jerusalem under the direction of Peter before Christianity separated from
Judaism.
The apostles, including Paul, convened to discuss the question of
whether it was necessary for gentile believers in Jesus to keep Jewish law.
Apparently, some members of the Jerusalem church who were Pharisees (cf. Acts
15:5) taught that all Christians must follow the current rabbinic interpretation
of the Torah. The apostles decided not to insist on this maximalist version of
observance, but instead agreed upon a minimum standard. They ruled that gentile
Christians must not eat non-kosher meats, especially those taken from animals
sacrificed to idols. Furthermore, Christians must avoid adultery and other
unchaste sexual relations. Thus, the very first council was devoted to defining
the relationship between the emerging Christian movement and the Jewish tradition. The Council -of Jerusalem set Christianity on a different track from
Judaism by discarding the rigorous observance of the ceremonial law for gentile
converts - who were ~oon to become the dominant force in the church. Functionally, the first council brought the church to a new level of self-definition
through its collective resolution of problems; in this case, the problematic
relationship of the church to its Jewish roots.

..
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Of course, t he problem presented by the ongoing co-existence of Christian
and Jew was not as c·e ntral to the subsequent councils of the church as it was to
the first council. As formative Catholic teaching asserted that the Jews were
rejected by God and that the church was the "new Israel," Judaism was stripped
of any abiding theological value for Christianity. At most, the Jews remained
as a threat to Christian truth; a perennial "return of the repressed." Ancient
and medieval Christians feared that some heresies were caused by the perverse
desire to imitate Judaism. Many writings against Judaism were intended, in
fact, to discourage Christians from having interest in Judaism. One of the most
anti-Jewish of the Church Fathers, John Chrysostom, fulminated against Jewish
religion because so many of his fellow Christians in fourth century Antioch
(Syria) attended synagogues to hear Jewish sermons! Given the concern for
safeguarding Christian orthodoxy, church councils often enacted measures to
minimize Christian contacts and exchanges with Jews.
As the Jewish situation in Europe declined during the Crusades, and as the
Church felt threatened by Islam and by new heresies within, the severity of
these legal measures increased . A leading example of this phenomenon is
provided by the fourth Lateran Council (1215), called by Pope Innocent III. This
council was to have decisive and disasterous implications for medieval Jewish
life. Christendom was troubled by heresy in the South of France, the Albigenses, and by the Muslim reconquest of · the Holy Land. The Fourth Lateran
Council was cal l ed to repudiate the Albigenses, held to be influenced by Jews,
and to call for a new crusade. Against this background of preoccupation with
the enemies of Christendom, the Council promulgated decrees against the Jews.
Innocent III introduced new measures to isolate and discriminate against the
Jewish "enemy," including distinctive clothing, a special badge and restrictions
of their basic rights. The fourth Late r an Council spurred the process of
excluding the Jew from medieval society. In the first council, Christian ties
with Judaism were weakened, and in the Fourth Lateran Council, Judaism was
legally suppressed. The issue of the church and the Jews was to surface again
in the 20th century and be treated in an entirely new way at the Second Vatican
Council.

How did the Second. Vatican Council come aboat?
The great issue which moved the pope to call for a council was how the
church should understand herself in relation to the· modern world . A world
ravaged by two world wars and threatened with nuclear destruction confronted the
Catholic church with unprecedented challenges . What should be the role of the
church in ·this world and how should it meet its challenges?
Three months after his coronation, John XX III had a captivating
thought. In a discussion with his secretary of state about the great problems
of modern! ty, the words "ecumenical council" suddenly came to his mind . He
wrote in his diary, "Without ever having thought of it b~fore ••• the term
"Ecumenical Council" (was) contrary to all my suppositions or imaginations on
the subject. The first to be amazed by this proposal of mine was I myself,
without anyone's ever having given me a hint of it."2 The date of his inspiration was January 20, 1959. John referred to the idea as "a little holy madness . "
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Why should the idea of a council have been so radical as to be deemed
madness? The answer is to be found, in part, in the fact that less than one
hundred years had elapsed since the last ecumenical council, Vatican I. That
council had set the Catholic church on a course of resistance to modernity.
Before the council met in 1869, the Vatican had promulgated a "Syllabus· of
Errors 11 in which it condemned such modern conceptions as religious toleration,
socialism, the theory of evolution and political liberalism. The Vatican took a
defiant stand against many of the leading intellectual currents of the day~
Branding them as heresies, it reserved the full truth for itself. At the First
Vatican Council, the church strengthened its defenses even further py promulgat·ing the doctrine of papal infallibility. Although the bishop of Rome had
special authority in matters of faith and practice from ancient times, 'it was
also believed that an ecumenical council was invested with equally high or
greater authority. After the First Vatican Council, the pope alone was to be
considered supreme and any Catholic who did not acknowledge his authority when
he spoke ex cathedra would be anathematized. With this decision, it was widely
thought that the age of councils had come to a close, given the superior
authority of the pope.
The policies of the first Vatican Council had the advantage of tightening
the discipline of the Church in a threatening age, but they had the disadvantage
of truncating creative, intellectual dialogue with the world. A contemporary
Protestant student of Vatican I wrote, "We do not condemn Catholicism for
failure to adjust to the spirit of the age. Fidelity to ancient truth in the
face of modern temptation has often been its strength. But we lament lost
opportunities to engage the contemporary world. In a time of perilous opportunity the First Vatican Council had made a decision that cut off conversation
with other Christians and marked the Roman Catholic Church as outmoded in the
eyes of many perceptive and honest men. 11 3
The desire to renew an open dialogue with the world, to initiate a new
conversation with the "many perceptive and honest men" was Pope Jol:ln' s fervent
hope. He believed that in order for the Church to serve the world, it must be
in dialogue with the world. In order for the Church to give of itself to the
world, it must live within it and not despite it. The accent was to shift from
being a triumphal church to being a pilgrim church~ from confrontation to
conversation with other faith communities. The call was for dialogue with the
world and especially a dialogue with other Christians. Pope John Paul II
situated this concern for dialogue at the heart of the Council. He referred to
the large sections of contemporary humanity with whom the church wishes to be in
conversation as "circles of dialogue:"
It would be possible to separate ourselves from these men and these
circles by giving our own personal answer to God through faith in
the Church, but the Council has adopted a different position. If in
the past there was a teridency to use the method of separation to
preserve the purl ty of the faith, Vatican II has indicated a
different way of enriching it.4
Thus, one of the chief tasks of the council would be to enrich Catholic faith
and to renew Catholic theology by a reorientation towards non-Catholic humanity.
With an ecumenical orientation of this kind, it was natural for the Church to
consider anew its ·relationship with the Jewish people. John XXIII summed up the

..
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goal of his "holy madness" in a homey phrase, what was needed he said was "a
gust of fresh air in the Church because we need to emerge from our ghetto." Did
he know that he had initiated a process whereby the Jews would soon emerge from
a theological ghetto of contempt and irrelevance to which the Church had long
ago consigned them?

How did Nostra Aetate,. namber IV.: The nJewish statementn come about?
The statement on the Jews does not stand alone, it is point number IV in a
document entitled, "Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non- Christian
Rel ig lo ns." Tnis doc1.DT1ent is generally known by l ts Latin title, Nostra Aetate
("In our age ••• "). The Church's relation to the Jews is treated in the context
of its relations to members of other world relig.ions. How did the statement
originate, and how did it arrive at this literary and theological location?
After John XXIII expressed his desire to convene an ect.rnenlcal council, he
established a preparatory commission which solicited suggestions from the
Catholic hierarchy regarding the agenda of the proposed council. A number of
respondents asked that the issue of anti-Semitism - so terrible and constant in
this century - be on the agenda. Much of the impetus for this desire came from
the recognition that the devastation of the Holocaust was related to centuries
of Christian hostility to and contempt for Jews. One of the leaders in bringing
this "teaching of contempt" before the eyes of the Church was the French-Jewish
historian Jules Isaac. Isaac's powerful writings on Christianity and antisemitism came to the attention of John XXllI, who invited him to the Vatican. As
a result of an audience with Isaac on June 13, 1960, the pope came to believe
deeply in the necessity of eliminating all traces of anti-Semitism from church
life and doctrine. Henceforth, Pope John and his successor, Pope Paul VI, would
take a personal interest in the issue of Catholic-Jewish relations.
In the second stage of preparation for the council, the pope established
several commissions and secretariats charged with the task of formulating the
suggestions into proposals and principles of discussion. The German biblical
scholar, Augustin Cardinal Bea, was appointed to direct the Secretariat for the
Promotion of Christian Unity. After the meeting with Jules Isaac, the pope
directed Cardinal Bea to prepare a statement on the Jews. As Cardinal Bea's
office was to formulate the new approach to ecumenism in general, it seemed to
be the appropriate place under which the problem of Catholic-Jewish relations
and anti-Semitism should fall.
Immediately, however, two problems with this arrangement called forth
criticism from both Catholics and Jews. The first problem was the inclusion of
Catholic-Jewish relations in the framework of the problem of Christian unity.
Should the Jews be included in the framework of ecumenism? Ooes the oecumene
(the "household" of faith in Greek) include those of other faiths? Previous
usage had limited "ecumenism" to intra-Christian relations. For this part, Jews
were understandably disturbed by the implicit suggestion that they be included
in a grand design for Christian unity. Some reasoned that the proper setting for
a discussion of anti-Semitism was under the rubric of social problems or of
religious freedom. Yet others felt that to limit the Church's discussion of
Judaism to "the Jewish problem" avoided the basic issue, that is whether Judaism
- contrary to traditional Christian teaching - has enduring worth as a religion.
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ro treat the Jews only as a problem would be demeaning. A repudiation of
anti-Semitism would indeed be valuable, but could not the Church also say
something positive about Jewish existence? Thus the second problem following on
the first was that of the scope and goal of any statement. Many felt that the
council should affirm the value of Judaism in addition to repudiating antisemitism.
The original statement drafted by Cardinal ·Bea's Secretariat did in fact
address the positive and the negative and it was placed in a document on
Christian unity, the Schema on Ecumenism. As is well known, an intense controversy over the docunent during the four sessions of the Council altered and
weakened the statement. The protracted attempt to subvert the statement by
conservative prelates, convinced anti-Semites, and the representatives of Arab
states both subjected the statement to four revisions and removed it from the
Schema on Ecumenism. The statement was eventually developed into an independent
document on the relation of the Church to ·non-Christian religions, "Nostra
Aetate." The long peregrination of the statement evoked much dl.sappolntment and
cynicism among both Jews and Catholics during the three years of the Council.
During that uncertain period, the AJC· played a major role in helping to shape
public opinion· in support of a statement.

The AJC and the Council
That the statement did pass was due in no small measure to the activism of
the American bishops and to the pioneering efforts in Catholic-Jewish relations
made by the American Jewish Committee. As bishops in the . country where the
largest number of Jews reside, the American prelates were keenly aware of the
need for a full and honest confrontation with the issue of anti-Semitism. During
the course of the Council, while conservative forces sought to eliminate or
eviscerate the statement, the American bishops spearheaded the effort to adopt a
strong, explicit text.
In addition, the gains made by the AJC in the preceding
decade to advance Catholic-Jewish relations in the U.S. helped to create the
climate for the bishops' activism.
Well before the convening of the Council, the American Jewish Committee had
assembled a body of major research documenting the extent of negative and
distorted images of Jews and Judaism in Christian religious teaching materials.
This information, derived from self-studies of religion textbooks initiated by
the AJC and carried out at Protestant and Catholic universities in the late
1950s and 1960s was eventually ·used by Cardinal Bea in his preparation of the
Statement •
.During the Council, leaders of the AJC such as John Slawson, Executive Vice
President, David Danzig, Associate Director, Zachariah Shuster, Director of the
European office, and Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum, Director of lnterreligious Affairs,
played crucial roles in communicating Jewish concerns and perspectives to the
Vatican. The door for such interaction was opened by Cardinal Bea, not forced as some critics alleged -by the Jewish leaders themselves. Cardinal Bea asked
for memoranda from Jewish agencies in the preparatory stages of the council. The
AJC responded in 1960 and again in 1961 by submitting the research coordinated
by Judith Hershcopf Bank! on the image of the Jew in Catholic textbooks and on
anti-Jewish passages in Catholic liturgy. These studies were to provide Bea's
Secretariat with important desiderata for the future statement.
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The original memQrandum was supplemented by document·a tion, requested by
Cardinal· Bea and provided by AJC offices abroad, regarding Catholic textbooks
used in Europe and South America, which also revealed that teachings .of contempt
were widespread.
The "Jewish issue" was not discussed at the first session of the Council
(October - December, 1962). Between the first and second sessions however, the
AJC devoted much effort to insure that the Jewish issue not be lost at the
Council. One key effort was a meeting at AJC headquarters in New York between
Cardinal Bea and Jewish civic and religious leaders from the several Jewish
denominations. Bea was able to hear the diversity of Jewish concerns and propose
his . thoughts on a statement to living dialogue partners. The discussion helped
to define the content of the statement.
In the arduous period of controversy and opposition to the statement on the
Jews during the second, third, and fourth sessions, the AJC pursued a two-front
strategy. AJC leaders such as Dr.
awson me
ith Pope Paul to clarify ___.
ongoing Jewish cone
m. Zachariah Shuster arranged a dramatic meeting
between the pope and Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel on the opening day of the
third session (September 14, 1964). Heschel and Shuster left the meeting
reassured at a time when much apprehension about the future of the statement had
developed.
On the domestic front, Rabbi Tanenbaum worked indefatigably to defend
legitimate Jewish concern for the passage of the statement against those Jewish
critics who accused the AJC and other agencies of undignified meddling in
Catholic affairs. For these critics, it was illegitimate for Jews to become
involved in what appeared to be a purely intern.al affair of the church. The AJC
however recognized from the beginning that the Council provided a unique
opportunity for the improvement of Catholic-Jewish relations - a matter of
obvious and legitimate concern to Jews. History would appear to vindicate this
perception. The American bishops, although independently conunitted to a
statement on the Jews, were undoubtedly strengthened in their resolve by the
support of the AJc.5
Conclusion
Twenty years after the promulgation of conciliar decree Nostra Aetate it is
difficult to appreciate the intensity of the controversy wh~ch surrounded the
statement on the Jews and the role of diplomacy and crisis management played by
the AJC. The deep tensions between progressives, moderates and conservatives in
the Church were revealed by the controversy, as was a persistent residue of
classical Christian anti-Semitism. Divisions within the Jewish world were also
revealed: those who saw interreligious relations as a legitimate and productive
field of Jewish endeavor were opposed by those favoring insularity. But the
future seemed to belong with the former group.
Ne~rly two millenia of
"official" Catholic antagonism was coming to an end. Two decades later, what is
of final importance is not the controversy or intrigue, but the fact that a
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Oe~laration was adopted which ushered in a new era.
Nostra Aetate initiated a
process of critical reflection within the church. In the twenty years since its
adoption, Catholics and Jews have learned greater mutual respect and understanding than had b~en possible in the past two thousand years . Although not
without birth pangs,. a new age had begun.
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THE DECLARATION. ON THE RELATION OF THE CRURCR TO. NON-CHRISTIAN RELIGIONS
(Nostra Aetate):

A Synopsis and Commentary

I. Synopsis: Nostl!a Aet·a te begins with the recognition that h~anity is
being drawn together in · oar time. The world has grown S1Daller, the fathers seem
to say. The Church ·recognlzes· the common interests ·of humanity and ·wishes to
work within it to foster· fraternal relations among· all peoples and faiths. ·To
- this end, the Declaration will explore and · emphasize ·what all persons have In
common.
Commentary:

* The point of departure is felicitous. In former times, the
Church bemoaned the great diversity of religions and emphasized
those factors which distinguish Catholics from all others. The
value of diversity lay only in the opportunity it presented the
Church for mission. The Declaration's emphasis on the oneness of
the human community under God - while yet preserving the Church's
own sense of election -reinstates a more Biblical perspective. It
returns to the Hebraic concept of a humanity made in God's image
(Gen. 1:26). All of human life is sacred. Subsequent documents,
which developed out of Nostra Aetate, such as the German Bishops'
Declaration (1980) express gratitute to Judaism for its discovery
of this profound insight. Pope John gave primary consideration to
the solidarity of humankind throughout his pontificate.

The Declaration affirms ·that a deep· universal bond · exists · between all persons
not only on account of .their origins,. but ·also on account of their destiny. The
end of all. human beings is Cod.

* The Declaration gives new prominence to the universdlism of the
Hebrew prophets. As in Zechariah's vision (Zech.9:22), all men
will come to the Holy City to worship the Lord. The prophetic
emphasis on a universal return to God balances the classical and
much misunderstood Catholic doctrine of "no salvation outside of
the Church." After the Council, Catholic theologians Karl Rahner
and Hans Kung developed this emphasis into a positive theology of
salvation for those who are outside of the Church.
The common elements of the world religions are described in the form of questions· about the ultimate nature of -1! fe. -The· religions answer the ~unsolved
riddles of the human condition," which •stir the hearts of men.a

* The world religions are characterized as arising from human
needs. Responding to a restlessness in men, they offer answers to
life's eternal questions. This view reflects the famous expression of St. Augustine: "Our hearts are restless and they will not
rest until they come to rest in Thee." Although there is undoubtedly truth in thi s, notice that the Dec laration avoids
ascribing a supernatural source to the non-Christian religions.
They are human projects rooted in man's searching nature. One
might conclude that the search comes to an end in the Church whose
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faith alone is supernaturally disclosed. In its specific treatment of the world religions (nos. II and III}, the Declaration is
consistent · in interpreting them only as products of human insight
and activity. It is important to realize however that it acknowledges the divine origins of Judaism and in this way marks Judaism
off from the others, drawing it into a special relation with the
Church.
·

II & III. In. these sections, Nostra Aetate. speaks of the tribal religions,
and of Hinduism, Buddhism and "Islam. The Declaration acknowledges that in all
of these faiths hu!Jlan· beings have been. moved . to contemplate God and to perform
godly acts. The text shows · sensitivity .and knowledge of the distinctive
features of each religious path; Hinduism is praised for its philosophical
acumen, · Buddhism for its insight into the. ephemeral nature of reality and Islam
for .its. mono_theistlc ·. faith. -and practi'ce •. The Church ·d~clares her esteem and
reverence for .all that .is ntrue and holy in these religions." She urges her
sons to .enter into dialogue -with the · practitioners of these faiths and to
further moral cooperation . with them. Additionally, it calls Christians and
Muslims to forget their ·troubled. past .. and work together for a peaceful, human
future.
Declaration makes clear that while these faiths often do
reflect a ray of truth, the Church is bound to proclaim its truth
which, finally, holds forth the "fullness of religious life •11 The
Church ~ndeed acknowledges truth outside of her own - an important
step forward - but ranks that truth below her own. She thus
reserves the right to witness to the nations, but confesses that
she must do so in a truly humble and open way. She declares
herself to be open to. learning the truths of the other faiths and
earnestly wishes to enter into dialogue with their adherents.
This openness should not be construed as a devious new strategy
for proselytization - precisely the opposite is intended, but
neither should i t be assumed that the Church has renouncea
witnessing to others.
~ :lhe

IV. Section number. IV, the statement on the Jews, is a dense and in places
a difficult document. ·some of its. complexity stems from the fact that i t has
so much negat-iv.e teaching. to overcome but cannot do so all at once. It is
therefore a .product of· many c9n1promises.
It begins with the .Church's rediscovery of Judaism in her own origins.
Since the Council's basic mission is to ·come to a new understanding of the
Church, this rediscovery .-is crucial. . In searching for herself, the Church finds
the Jewish people.

* John XXIll urged that the Council explore the meaning of the
Church in terms of Biblical categories rather than in tenns of the
technical expressions of canon law. Hence., the documents of the
Council refer to the Church as "the people of God" or as "the
people of the New Covenant." The Jews are referred to as
"Abraham's stock." These concrete, Biblical images of the Church
already reflect the leavening influence of a return to Hebraic
roots.

·- ·- . _.. - - ---'--·-·
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Since the Church believes herself to have been formed by God (she has
sometimes called herself the "mystical body of Christ") her origins are not only
in history, but in a "mystery" as well. Thus, she looks into her own supernatural origins and discovers a mystical relation, a "spiritual bond" with the
Jews. The Church acknowledges that her own beginnings are linked in a mysterious (and not simply historical) way with Israel's· beginnings. Accordingly,
the Church cannot forget that she received the revelation of the Old Testament
through the people of the Covenant, ·nor can she forget that she draws sustenance
from the Jews, whom the ·apostle Paul likened ·to the root of an olive tree on to
which the Church, like· wild branches, has been· grafted. furthermore, as Paul
reminds her, the Jews are still beloved by God and are heirs of divine promises.
Jesus was born a Jew •

.* The Declaration says that the Church has both a spiritual and a
temporal, historical relatedness to Judaism. It reminds all that
Jesus and the disciples. were Jews and that these facts ~ust ever
be borne in mind. Although this may not seem controversial or
startling to us, we must remember that traditionally the Church
minimized the importance of these Jewish origins. There have
always been movements in Christian theology which tried to
"gentilize" Jesus. In the background of the Church's affirmation
of his Jewishness, lies the memory of groups such as Nazi
Germany's "Deutsche Christen," who taught that Jesus was an
"Aryan." The Councl l means to put an end to these heresies
forever.
The Oeclarat'ion also speaks about the spiritual relatedness of the
Church, "the people of the New Covenant" to "Abraham's stock."
Much of this text derives from the complex theology of the apostle
Paul.
Paul agonized about the relation of the gentiles who
beiieved in Jesus to his own kinsmen who did not. He was convinced that these new believers shared in Israel's ancient
promises because he was convinced that God had acted through Jesus
to save His creation. But he was also convinced that Jewish
existence had continuing value and he was greatly troubled and
concerned for his people. Paul conceptualized the relationship
between the Jews and the gentile Christians in several ways. In
one figure, he called the Christians · "Abraham's children according
to the spirit." The Jews were Abraham's children according to the
flesh (Gal.3:7-9, Rom.4:13ff). In another figure of speech, the
Church is the wild olive branch which God has grafted on to the
Jewish root.
The ancient church fathers read Paul to mean that the spiritual
children of Abraham displaced and supplanted his physical
children; the "spiritual" being more greatly valued than the
"physical" in the late Hellenistic world. A doctrine of the Jew's
rejection by God, based on a distorted reading of Paul, took hold.
Today a growing number of scholars recognize that Paul did not say
this. He holds the relation of the Jews to the Church in tension;
he does not resolve it in favor of the Church! Rather, Paul
believes that Jews and Christians are meant by God to coexist
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until the end of days, when God will wed them together. Mysteriously, God will be "all in all" (I Cor. 15: 28) • The resolution of
the Jewish-Christian tension will occur in the "fullness of time,"
which Paul expected in his 1i fetime. Unlike the classical
Christian tradition, modern scholarship emphasizes that Paul
continued to love his people and give them a role in the
mysterious schema of salvation.
The Declaration anticipates this interpretation of Paul to a
certain extent. In -that the Church "draws sustenance from the
root" (present tense), the council fathers acknowledge the
on-going value of Judaism and not merely its histori~al value.
There are, however, problems. The Declaration considers~ Judaism
primarily under its aspect as a prologue to -Christianity. Biblical
history is understood as a foreshadowing of the Gospel. Thus, the
deliverance from Egypt anticipates typologically the deliverance
mediated by the cross. Abraham becomes something of a protoChrtstian. In this respect, the Declaration fails to confront
directly certain aspects of ancient tradition: "Old Testament" as
a prelude to "New Testament," the Hebrew prophets' words as
fulfilled in Jesus' career, etc. What is new is the tone of
respect and esteem for Judaism. We could say that the Council did
not live up to the full potential of Paul's thought~ but in all
fairness the new exploration of Paul, although indicated ln
certain preconclliar scholars such as Jean Danielou and Jacques
Maritain, only began in earnest after the Council. Perhaps the
new search into Paul was inspired by the prominence the Declaration gave to the key Pauline passage, Romans 9-11 . Subsequent
documents are, thankfully, much more explicit in spelling out the
contemporary value and divine significance of Judaism, continuing
the renewal of Catholic thought definitively and irreversibly
begun by the Council.
Thus the Church ls bound to the Jewish: people for historical .and spiritual
· reasons. Her ·faith·· der..tves.:externally from ancient Judaism and internally from
the God who gave the Jews the revelation ·of Torah. ··. This bond is of. enduring
value. Given this affirmat1on of Judaism, . the Declaration now raises two
di ff icul t issues which have-:troubled :relations -over. the centuries and all but
obscured the existence· of the bond. · Following each· issue, the Declaration
mandates -nr·e medial actlon-. ,n
1. The Jews did not accept the ·Cospel ·and even: opposed its dissemination.
Yet despl te · the Jewish nno" to Jesus, · God stHl ·holds ..the Jews most dear ufor
the sake of their· fathers.a - ('An· earlier ·draft expressed 'hope for the conversion
of the Jews at - this point. -· The final verslo.n·-· wisely:,leaves that out, implying
instead that God alone · knows; the day -··which· ·the Church awaits - when all men
will ser.ve ·. him "with ' one ':accord.") ·

Due to the richness and complexity.: of the ..spiritual: f?ond between the Church
and the Jews ·which endures -·despite .their oppos"itlon to . the Gospel, the .Council
calls for brotherly ' dlalogues and' joint· schol:arly'.·undertakings. The fruit of
these will be enhanced=understandlng and mutual respect.
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2. The Jewish leaders and other· Jews pressed for ·Jesus' death. However,
what happened in Jesus' passion cannot be charged to the Jews in a collective
s.ense. "Neither all of the Jews alive at that time (c. 33C.E.) or subsequently
can be blamed. The commonly held but false teaching that -the Jews as a people
are eternally guilty for ·their crime ls decislvely rejected. Although the
Church ls indeed the "new people of Cod," the Jews must not be · presented in a
pejoratl ve or de.g raded manner in any Catholic teaching or preaching. The
traditional manner of ·representing Jews· as rejected and accursed ls repudiated.
Furthermore, no one can -henceforth use ·the Bible as · a ·basis for this "teaching
of contempt •." The false presentation of the Jews does not follow from Holy
Scripture.

* The inc lusion of these two negative statements arous ed much
controversy and misunderstanding. The first statement, "Jerusalem
did ·not recognize the time of her visitation ••• " "seemed to many to
introduce a discordant and unwelcome intrusion of precisely the
theology that ought to be overcome. It was the second statement
however, that all Jews without distinction ought not to be blamed
for the crucifixion, that evoked the st rongest criticism. This
text was widely misunderstood as a pardon; the Church, many
· thought, was forgiving the Jews for their alleged crime. Many
J ews were outraged. They ne ed not be forgiven for a crime they
did not commit! It is clear however that the text says no such
thing. First, it is not addressed to Jews but t o Christians.
Second, its point is not to forgive anyone but to lay down an
authoritative teaching and to repudiate a false· one. The statemen~ repudiates the pseudo-theology that the Jews are collectively
guilty of "deicide" and doomed to wander and suffer for their sin.
Earlier drafts of this statement were stronger ·in their repudiation of the false teaching. The term "guilty of deicide" - the
ancient accusation against the Jews - was u~ed. Much to the
disappointment of many Catholics and Jews , the phrase was deleted
in the final version because s ome fathers thought it was ambiguous. Critics of the decision discerned the influence of Arab
governments in this weakening of the Declaration.
These two negative issues do introduce discordant notes into the
Declaration's harmonious overture, but it is appropriate, after
all, that the document faces these problems squarely. Silence. on
the flashpoints of the historical Jewish-Christian confrontation
would have been unsettling. What many Jews and Christians would
have liked to see at · this point was a confession that Church
teaching led to anti-Semitism and even a request by the Church for
forgiveness. Far from having done so however, the document cites
· those alleged actions of the Jews which have given Christians
offense.
·
The Declaration is less than thorough in its treatment of past
wrongs but that i s balanced by a very positive orientation toward
the future. By this Declaration, the Church made a commitment to
improving the image'of Jews and Judaism in her teaching and
preaching. It is a commitme nt which has bee~ ignored in some
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parts of the world but pursued with sincerity and vigor in others.
As a direct result of the call for dialogue and the rejection of
any negative teaching, the Church initiated text book studies and
reforms, revisions of liturgy, joint projects of study and social
action, the establishment of national commissions to further
Catholic-Jewish relations, and an International Vatican-Jewish
Liaison Committee. The provisions of the Declaration have been
realized in innumerable, tangible programs over the past twenty
years. (See the chronology in the kit on AJC's post-conciliar
initiatives, e.g.)
In final sect'ion of the statement on the Jews, the text explicitly repudiates
anti-Semitism. Following Pope John's wish that the council not engage in
condemnations, the St·a tement. decries (.reprobat-) anti-Semitism, rather than
condemns it (damnat). Anti-Semitism at any time, by anyone, ls finnly repudiated as incompatible with the Gospel.. The .true Christian teaching is that Jesus
went· to the cross freely to atone :for the sins of all. Human sin per se, not
the spec! f le guilt of any.·one· group,. led to the. crucifixion. The Church's duty
is to proclaim Cod's love and gift of reconc~liation offered by the cross.

* Al though .. er i t'ics have charged that the forceful word "conaemn

11

should have been used to reject anti-Semitism, the Declaration
could hardly have been more forthright. Anti-Semitism will no
longer find shelter in the Church. And in fact the 1975 Vatican
Guidelines did use the word "condemn." This means not only that
the Church will no longer tol.erate popular anti-Semitism in her
m.idst, but that nothing in the Christian tradition, for example
the Ser iptures, shall be used to support anti-Semitism. The·
Church has agreed upon a powerful criterion here to delegitimize
Christian anti-Semitism. By repudiating the anti-Semitism of the
past in addition to that of the present (" •.• at any time and by
anyone.") the Church implicitly rejects centuries of antagonism to
Jews. Subsequent statements of the Church explicitly reject
anti-Semitism and acknowledge past injustices to the Jews. The
tragic· canons of the Fourth Lateran Council, mentioned above., are
here rejected even though they have long ago fallen into
desuetude.
The last teaching of the Declaration reiterates the underlying
theme of Nostra Aetate as a whole; the commonality and solidarity
of the entire human community. Although it does so now in an
inverted way. All persons are sinners and for their salvation
· Jesus died. The P?Sitive implication of this teaching is that the
Jews are not greater sinners than anyone else. Although this
doctrine was fully enunciated at the Council of Trent (1566), it
was insufficiently stressed in the long eras of fervent antiSemi tism. This new emphasis underscores the Church's commitment
to correct its teaching on the Jews.

' '
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·v. The ··f lnal section of Nostra Aetate, draws one great conclusion from the
foregoing essay on human soll:dar.ity:; no .foundation · remains for any theory or
pract·ice· that sanct ffles discrimination·, prejudice .·and l"acial ·hatred. · The
Christian faithful are exhorted to live in peace with all 'persons and religious
groups, for ~ only by . so· doing: can· · t~ey ' ·truly enjoy the Fatherhood of God.
* This conclusion was apparently added to b'roaden the context of
the rejection of anti-Semitism lest someone conclude that the
Church decries th.is form of hatred more strongly than other
forms .
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LANDMARK STATEMENTS ' IN ·CATHOLIC~JEWISH RELATIONS
Conciliar Oecla-ration :Nostra Aetate inaugurated a new era in CatholicJewish relations. During the next two decades, many national hierarchies,
regional synods and local dioceses ln Europe and America issued statements which
interpreted and applied the Declaration. These statements, reflecting the new
atmosphere of dialogue and collegiality between Catholics and Jews, often
reflect a greater enthusiasm and openness than do the restrained formulations of
Nostra· Aetate. They testify to the progress of the vital and positive encounter
between members of the two religious communities initiated by- the Second Vatican
Council. Furthermore, they build a tradition of normative Catholic interpretation of Nostra .Aetate.· · These ·a uthoritative documents make explicit the implicit
promise of Nostra Aetate.
Some of the statements are highly theological, others are more practical in
nature. All offer specific guidelines and programmatic suggestions for the
implementation of Nostra Aetate. In addition to the national and regional
statements, there have also been two study papers and an important set of
guidelines emanating from the Vatican. In all, these documents form an impressive body. of scholarly and action-oriented interpretation of Nostra Aetate. They
are a testimony to its historical influence and to the deep process of renewal
that it initiated in the life of the Church.
A chronological list of some leading documents follows with selections from
their texts. Two complete documents, the Vatican Guidelines (1975) and the
Statement of the American bishops (1975), as well as two addresses by Pope John
Paul II are also appended. Sources for these documents can be found in the
Bibliography.
1967 - The newly established 0 Sub-committee (now called, "Secretariatn) ·for
Catt;tollc-Jewish Relati-ons" of.· the· National · Conference of Catholic Bishops
(U.S.A.) issues Cutdelines for Catholic-Jewish Relations.
Its purpose is "to ·assist all levels of the Church to put the Council's
directives into action." Among its many provisions, it called for "a·
frank and honest treatment of Christian antl ~Semitism in our history
books, courses and curricula" and "an acknowledgement of the living and
complex reality of Judaism after Christ and the permanent election of
Israel." (Notice how much more explicit this is than was Nostra
Aetate.)
1968 - Latin American Bishops'' and Jewish ·Leaders' Joint Statement. This brief
document emphasized the need to initiate practical, cooperative work to
eliminate prejudice and promote greater mutual knowledge and respect.
1969 - Vatican study paper: nRetlections and Suggestions for the Application of
the ·Oirect'ives of Nostra Aetate, IV."

......-
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Unlike Nostra Aetate, this document addresses the problems posed for
Catholics by the existence of the State of Israel. It does so in a very
positive fashion. "Fidell ty to the covenant was linked to the gift of
the land, which in the Jewish soul has endured as the object of an
aspiration that Christians should strive to understand." "The existence
of the State of Israel should not be separated from this perspective ••• "
The document applies the directive of Nostra Aetate that nothing should
be taught about the Jews which does not conform to the truth of scripture
with new precision a~d sensitivity: "With respect to Bible readings,
much care should be taken in the homily with respect to right interpretations, especially of those texts which seem to put the Jewish people in
an unfavorable light."
The document also teaches that Jesus was a Jew - a point on which Nostra
Aetate did not dwell - and draws an important lesson from that fact:
"Jesus, as also His disciples, was a Jew." "The points on which He took
issue with the Judaism of His time are fewer than those in which He found
Himself in agreement with it. Whenever He opposed it, this was always
from within the Jewish people, just as did the prophets before Him." This
is a very powerful and radical statement which curtails the ancient
practice of severing Jesus from his Jewish milieu and seeing nothing but
- conflict and opposition between him and his countrymen.
1970 - "Pastoral Recommendations 8 : the statement of the Dutch Bishops. The
statement speaks of the duties of Catholics, including: "The Church has
· the duty to reflect on the entire history of the Jewish people before and
af~er Christ and on their self-understanding."
It makes clear that
Christian scripture - and consequently, Christian self-understanding -can
become fully intelligible only in dialogue with Jews. "A thorough
knowledge and correct understanding of the Bible ••• cannot be fully
attained without familiarity with Jewish awareness of God and Jewish
understanding of biblical terms."
1973 - "Eighteen Theological ·Theses," a study paper of the National Catholic
Commission for Relations. with the Jews, Belgium. This very substantial
and progressive analysis of the meaning of Jewish existence combined new
.theological insights with corrections of ancient teachings. Here are
three theses:
(10) "To insist that the Church has taken the place of the Jewish people
as salvific institution, is a facile interpretation ••• The Church may
call herself 'people of the covenant' only to the extent that she
lives ••• according to the message of Jesus. She will not be that people
fully until the end of time." (This effectively overturns the entire
theological tradition in which the church claimed to have displaced the
Jews in God's plan.)
(13) "The Jewish people is the true relative of the Church, not her
rival or a minority to be assimilated." (The church affirms the divinely
ordained permanence of Jewish existence and embraces a pluralistic
co-existence.)
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( 18) "To the extent that Christianity rediscovers in Judaism the roots
of her own faith and no longer considers ·Judaism an errant or obsolete
religion, the missionary witness of the Church will no more attempt a
'conversion of the J~ws' in the current sense of the term, that is,
annexation or proselytism."

1973 - "Pastoral
statement
statement
existence
of Jews.

Orientations
by the French
explores the
for the Church

on the Attitude of Christians to Judaisma a
Bishops' Committee for·Relations· with Jews. The
profound spiritual meaning of ongoing Jewish
and also calls Christians to reform their views

"It ls most urgent that Christians cease to represent the Jews according
to cliches forged by the hostility of centuries. Let us eliminate once
and for all and combat under any circumstances those caricatures unworthy
of an honest man and more so of a Christian ••• We strongly denounce and
condemn these defamatory designations which are still, alas, current
among us, openly or in disguise." (Full text included in kit.)
1974 - The Swiss Bishops asserted the need for sensitive and informed preaching
and teaching about Judaism in a statement issued by the Synod of Basel.
"Reviewing the past, we must confirm with regret than an often faulty and
hard-hearted presentation of Judaism led to a wrong attitude of Christians towards Jews. Hence great care must be taken in religious instruct ion, liturgical services, adult education and theological training, to
offer a correct interpretation of Jewish self-understanding. The exposition of conflicts, as they present themselves in the New Testament, must
conform to recent developments of our insight."
The tenth anniversary of Nostra Aetate, 1975, witnessed a number of
significant developments.
· 1975 - The Vatican's newly established Commission for Religious Relations with
the Jews issues,· "Guidelines · and Suggestions for Implementing the
Conciliar Declaration · Nostra ·Aetate. 0 This benchmark document "condemns"
anti-Semitism as a heresy. (Full text included in kit.)
The American Bishops issue an expanded treatment of their 1967 paper.
"Statement on Catholic-Jewish Relations" commemorates the tenth anniversary of the Council and the leading role the American hierarchy played in
working for the rati ficatton of Nostra Aetate. (Full text included in
kit.)
German Bishops' Statement: A ·Change ·of At t ·itude Towards the Jewish
People's History of Faith."
This brief but moving document confesses
responsibility and guilt for the Holocaust and affirms the special burden
of the German church to work for improved relations with the Jews.
"Our country's recent political history is darkened
attempt to wipe out the Jewish people. Apart from some
by individuals and groups, most of us during the
Socialism formed a church community preoccupied _with

by the systematic
admirable efforts
time of National
the threat to our
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o~n institutions.
We turned our backs to this persecuted Jewish people
and were silent about the crimes perpetrated. on Jews and Judaism ••. The
honesty of our intention to renew ourselves depends on the admission of
this guilt ••• On our church falls the special obligation of improving the
tainted relationship between the Church as a whole and the Jewish people
and its religion."

1977 - Second Vatican study paper by Prof. Thomasso Frederic! renounced proselytization and spelled out the church's conunitment to dialogue.
1980 - Second statement of the Cennan·· Bishops: Aon the Relation of the Church
to Judaism." This statement is perhaps the most elaborate and ramified
theological analysis of any of the "official" documents. The bishops
consider all of the ~lassical Christian arguments against Judaism and
gather evidence for entirely new perspectives.
"The positive assertions of the New Testament about the Jews and their
salvation must be considered more strongly in Christian preaching and
theology than they have been in the past. The second Vatican Council
explicitly ,ccepted this mission."
Pope John Paul II addresses the Jewish community of Mainz, Germany (Full
text included in kit.)
1982 - Pope John Paul II addresses representatives of Catholic Bishops' conferences from around the world assembled in Rome on the importance of
Jewish-Christian dialogue and continuing to improve Catholic teaching on
Jews and Judaism on all levels. (Full text includ,ed in kit.)
1983 -

Th~ Nat.ional Conference · of Brazilian Bishops· publishes a statement,
•orientations for· Catholic•Jewish .Dialogue, 0 after two years of study.
This statement is especially noteworthy given the fact that Brazil is the
world's most populous Catholic country. The document amplifies the basic
insights of Nost·ra Aetate "but also makes explicit the Jewish right to a
secure and peaceful existence in the State of Israel. (Full text
included in kit.)
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·· · Interreligious Affairs Department of the American Jewish Committee

THE AJC AND VATICAN COUNCIL. II: A CHRONOLOGY OF THE AGENCY'S INVOLVEMENT

· The AJC was the leader among Jewish organizations in working for the approval of
Nostra Aetate (The Declaration on the Relation of the Church to Non-Ch~istian
Religi-0ns). Under the direction of Dr. John Slawson, AJC executive vicepresident, the initiatives undertaken by the agency helped both to shape the
content of the Declaration and to secure its eventual adoption and promulgation.
What follows is an annotated chronology of the AJC's involvement with the
Council as well as some pioneering activities in Jewish-Christian relations
which set the stage. (Note: "Declaration" is used here to refer to the final,
promulgated text known as Nostra Aetate, "statement" refers to the many arafts
of a text on the Jews which was embodied in the final declaration.)
1947

Zachariah Shuster, EurQpean director of the AJC, helped to
organize the See lisburg (Switzerland) conference on the
persistence of anti-Semitism in Europe. This conference
sounded the themes of a new agenda for Jewish-Christian
relations. It called for a repudiation of anti-Semitism, a
theological recognition of the enduring worth and validity of
Judaism, an end to the pernicious accusation of deicide and a
cleansing of anti-Jewish bias from Christian teaching
materials·.

1950s

Throughout the decade, building u'pon initiatives undertaken
as early as 1932, the AJC initiated Protestant and Catholic
"self-study" investigations of prejudice in teaching materials. · The Cathol le study, funded by AJC and a private
foundation and ~~ecuted by a team of Catholic social scientists at St.'' Louis University, documented the probl·em of
anti-Jewish bias in Catholic religion textbooks.
The
religion textbook study, undertaken · by- Sr • .Rose Thering,
O.P., was edited and condensed by Judith Hershcopr Bankl_ ~t
the AJC, and circulated to Catholic educators throughout the
country. This critical self-e~amination by Catholics was to
play a major role in the eventual formulatio~ of the Conciliar Declaration.

July 1961

Augustin Cardinal Bea, appointed to head the Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity, which was charged with
preparing the Jewish statement, met with AJC representatives
in Rome; he requested that the Committee submit a memorandum
on anti-Jewish elements in Catholic textbooks as well as
another on anti-Jewish passages in Catholic liturgy.

Autumn 1961

Judith Hershcopf Banki of the lnterreligious Affairs Department drafted a memorandlDTI on the image of the Jew in
Catholic teaching which was submitted to Bea's Secretariat.
The other memorandum, prepared by Or. Eric Werner of Hebrew

,-
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Union College, on liturgy, was filed in November.
Cardinal
Bea requested information regarding CathoUc teaching
materials outside the U.S. AJC staff in Europe and South
America provided documentation of negative and hostile
teachings in many countries and languages, demonstrating the
problem is universal .
November 1961

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel and Zachariah Shuster met with
Cardinal Bea at the Vatican to discuss the inclusion of
positive elements in the statement that would affirm the
enduring validity of Judaism.
Hesch el made an enormous
impression on Bea, who invited him to prepare a memorandum ..

1962

Throughout the year, the issues of anti-Semitism, Catholic-Jewish relations, and the upcoming Council are discussed
in the international press. AJC' s French language publication, Evidences, devoted several issues to a symposium in
which Christian scholars set forth their views on Christian
teaching about Judaism. It was -the first discussion of its
kind in any European periodical.
Other AJC continuing
activities included ongoing communication with Cardinal Bea.
In January, AJC representatives were invited to the Vatican
to participate in a major interreligious convocation, where
AJC was the only Jewish organization to address the gathering.

May 1962

Rabbi Heschel and the AJC's Director of the Interreligious
Affairs Department, Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum drafted and
submitted a third memorandum to Cardinal Bea's Secretariat
entitled, On Improving Catholic-Jewish Relations. More a
passionate and eloquent theological statement than a memorandum, it urged that the Council recognize the "integrity
and permanent preciousness" of Jews as Jews - not as potential converts to Christianity. It called on Catholics to
affirm that those of other faiths o~ght to be respected as
equals. The first session of the Council began in September,
1962.

Winter 1963

AJC sent several delegations to Rome to consult with Cardinal
Bea. When the Cardinal came to the U.S. in March, he met
with Rabbi Heschel and Rabbi Tanenbaum privately in Boston.

March 31, 1963 -

Cardinal Bea attended ,an unprecedented off-the-record meeting
at the AJC, coordinated by the Interreligious Affairs Department. Bea met with a broad spectrum of Jewish religious and
civic leaders to share ideas on the proposed Jewish statement. The meeting was of historic importance. Bea had written
answers to pre-submitted questions, which were subsequently
- elaborated in the give and take. His answers were to form
the essential content of the future statement.
·
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September 1963 -

As the second session of the Council opened, conservative and
Arab opposition to the statement, which would be discussed at
this session, grew. AJC contacted Church authorities on
three continents to underscore the importance of a strong
statement. The draft statement faced stiff opposition in the
Council for political and theological reasons.

November 1963 -

In consultation with Rabbi Tanenbaum, Rabbi Heschel wrote to
Cardinal Bea of his concern that the statement would be
weakened or distorted. Heschel then traveled to Rome to
communicate his views to the Vatican.

April 30, 1964 -

Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York, the dean of the
American cardinals, addressed the AJC Annual Meeting. His
speech was a landmark statement on Catholic-Jewish relations
which was widely disseminated and discussed in the U.S.,
Europe and South America. Following consultation with Rabbi
Tanenbaum, Cardinai Spellman made a direct intervention ·with
the Pope urging a strong, positive statement.

May 30, 1964

AJC leaders had an audience with Pope Paul VI. The Pope goes
on record in deno~ncing anti-Semitism, rejecting the charge
of deicide and acknowledging an intimate link between Christianity and Judaism. His statement was published by the
official Vatican organ and was widely reported in the international press, giving some support to the proponents of the
Jewish statement.
The Pope said that he read Cardinal
Spellman's speech and that the Cardinal had expressed his own
sentiments.
Nonetheless, persistent reports that the conservative opposition was eviscerating the statement led to increased AJC
activity during the months prior to the opening of the third
sessio'n. Rabbi Tanenbaun addressed more than 400 members of
the American Catholic Press Association in May. Editorials
appeared in every major diocesan paper in the country calling
for the approval of the statement.

September 1964 -

On the eve of the third session, the latest draft of the
statement appeared in the press. The statement implied that
the Church anticipated the eventual conversion of the Jews to
Christianity. Anger spread throughout the Jewish world.
Differences of opinion in the American Jewish community over
the legitimacy of Jewish interest in and advocacy of the
statement sharpened. Believing that public Jewish dissension
would weaken the hand of the liberal bishops who were ab~ut
to fight for the statement in the third session, the AJC
created a consensus among 14 Jewish groups affirming Jewish
interest in Jewish-Catholic relations. The joint Jewish
statement was warmly received by Cardinal Bea.

·"· _.
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Nonetheless, concern remained over the conversionary implications of the statement. The day before the opening of the
third session, Rabbi Heschel met with Pope Paul VI at an
audience arranged by the AJC. · Heschel strongly criticized
the inclusion of the controversial text in a document
intended to improve Catholic-Jewish relations. The third
session was to see the tentative approval of a strong
statement, closely r~sembling Bea's original effort.
1965

In the months leading up to the final session of the Council,
there was great uncertainty about the future of the Jewish
statement. Persistent rumors of a conservative effort to
permanently table the statement moved AJC leaders to hold
numerou·s meetings with prominent American prelates to voice
their . concern. In Vatican City, Shuster and Tanenbaum
mobilized the support of Bisho~s from throughout the world.

October 14, 1965

At the fourth and final session, the entire Declaration of
which the statement on the Jews is a part was approved. The
AJC calls it an "act of justice long overdue" and anticipates
"new opportunities for improved interreligious understanding
and cooperation throughout the world." The AJC also voiced
regret however concerning the weakened passages in the
document which could give rise to misunderstanding.

October 28, 1965

The final text was approved by the Council 2,221 to 88. Pope
Paul VI promulgates the Declaration as official church teaching, binding on all Catholics.

[Sources:

The Second Vatican Council's Declaration on the Jews, a Background
Report, AJC Internal Memorandum, November 1965. "Heschel and
Vatican II -Jewish-Christian Relations," t1arc H. Tanenbaum,
unpublished manuscript, 1983]
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M069-January 14, 1985
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As you know from t he cable . sent to you
~<

etc., and ·its memb_er agencies are very concerned about a number of .
aspects of the fvatican

'~otesJ(_ published

in L'Or on June 24·.

As indicated in our telexed responses to those "Notes", we
welcome those positive affirmations whjch confirm the heartening
growth in :;-mutual understanding and reciprocal estee.m thqt has unfolded
during the past twenty yea rs s i nee the adoption ·of "NA".
At the same time, · we are deeply concerned over what we .regard as
regressive formulations regarding the Catholic church's

present

ap~arent

views towards the autonomy and ': legitimacy of Judaism and the Jewish
people.
These formulations seem to depart. significantly from the more
advanced conceptions contained in the 1975 Vatican (uidelines and in the
recent

pronouncements of Pope JOhn Paul II as well as in almost every

major declaration issued by the National Episcopacies of France,

W~st
,

Germany; Belgium, Austria, the Netherlands, Brazil and the United States
In addition,

a~

we ·indicated, we are dismayed over the wholly ·

inadequate formulations, · in our 1view, of the Nazi Holotaust and the
State of .Israel.
.
A bov·e · an /

:.

~
'~.' 1.. •• .LA.J-.<.l

. .
.
·we a·re·- . -----,--.,.,.. d ..lif"'"th·e-··t t'a-1·1·u·re
.

!
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.
· t:o -·en·g:d-~re - in · co·n'

sult-ations with us on the "Notes" which, it is now apparent, have been
in preparation since before
from the
o..

1982.

p~~practice~hed

This

~pose

"

.

A

repree~ents

a departure

197~

in connection with the
~~ ~.A>AX'__ ~

~~~}

lines<

Marcih~

..

~ ~-,.-~

' ·

Guide~ ~
.

.

of this communication is, therefore, to seek a meeting

wit h you at the ear I i est poss i bl e date i n order to d i s cuss these "N 0TES·"
and their ·implications for our future relationship.

It is essential that

..

we arrive at some fundamental clarifications of these questions.
May we look forward to your reply at your earliest convenience?

...~.-·.- ·

J11ter11ational ffewislt Committcc
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Jntcrreligio11s Consultations
July 2, 1985
Te:
AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York. N.Y. 100t6
Tel.: (212) 6.86-8670

4 ;. oo ·p.m.

Rabbi Mordecai Waxman
Chairman

FROM Leon A. Feldman
Re:

Telephone Conversation with Prof. Jean Halperin, Geneva,
today at 3.30 p.m. (Helperin's call).

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
World Jewish Congress
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

Halperin an~ Riegner are anxious to transmit the following information in order to coordinate the IJCIC activities re the
Vatican ''Notes" as they have been informed of the recent meetings
here.

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewl1h Committee
165 East 56th Street·
New York. N.Y. 10022

Both feel that the telex to Cardinal Willibrands was very well
formulated; also the press release was very much to the point.
Msgr. Mejia and Msgr. Dupres were taken aback by the forthrignt
!~CIC reaction as expressed in the press release.

Anti-Defamation LeagueB'nal B'rllh
823 United Nations Plaz.a
New York. N.Y. 10017

Mejia took cognizance of the items raised by l~CIC and tried to
"waterdown'; the impact and be ''nice". These sentiments were not
reflected in his written statement which he read.

Israel Jewish Council for
lnterrellglous Con1ultatlon1
12A Koresh Street. P.O .B . 2028
Jerusalem, Israel 91020

Halperin ·had an hour's t~lephone conversation with the Dominican
Father Bernard Dupuy, in charge of Relations with the Jews of the
French Bishops Conference (I am not sure of the exact designation)
- he is also the author of the French Bishops statement on the Jews ,
1973. -

Synagogue Council of Amertc•
327 Lexington Avenue ·
New York. N_.Y. 10016
Wortd Jewish Congreu
1 Park Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016

In brief: Father Dupuy is very disappointed in the ''Notes" and feels
t hat IJCIC should not excessively blow up the issue and be .careful
not to give the '!Notes" too much -publici ty. It is not worth it as it
would play into the hands of certain forces ln the Curia who are just
waiting for a confrontation.
Dupuy feels that an 'informal' meeting with Cardinal Willebrands now,
in the presence of Mejia -- bqth Jesuits - would be counterproductive
and would not achieve anything. Mejia would take the position, as he
has taken heretofore in connection with the "Notes", that he has consulted with Dupuy·, Dubois, and Fisher -- which is an outright lie!
Furthermore, Willebrands is "ovar- botel" and is retiring within one
month or so, thus he would not want to be further involved and his
deputy is Dupres, who is an anti-semite • ••
Dupuy feels - and this is shared by Dubois and Fisher -though the
latter is· in a difficult position and must "defend" the ''Notes" in
the best way p· ssible - that the forum for a IJCIC reaction to the
''Notes." would be in the public meeting of the Vatican Liaison Committee
in October 1985. There the Jews will have an opportunity to forcefully
make known their point of view and reactions to the "Notes." Although
i t i s not kno'-'ll who exactly will attend from t he Vatican side, in addi

.:

....· .
-2Dupuy stressed several times that Dubois and Fisher are very unhappy about the
•'Notes" and are prepared to say so in public at the Liaison Committee, although
so fa.r their reactions have been low-key and informal. On one hand, indicating
that there are some good points and trying to "explain" certain phrasing in the
"Notes", which they describe as "fuzzy".

of
Dupuy also indicated that in the Curia there is a struggle aft'c1 two major and powerful groups; this struggle does not involve only .the Vatican's attitude towards the
Jews but it involves many of the political and religious questions facing the Catholic
Church. Those advocating the return to pre-1965 are headed by Ratzinger, while the
group opposing it is led bY. Martini and others (I did not catch all the names on the
overseas phone).
'-----Again he repeated that an "informal'' meeting with Wi.llebrand would preempt the
occasion for a · public meeting since we (IJCIC) cannot tell the Vatican how they
should face the issues with the Jews and that the approach in the "Notes" is wrong.
However, in the public discussion we can develop the point of a re-assessment of the
achievements since Vatican 11 and indicate whe~e·we fell that there was a retrvat.
lH• ttuws-d·iiairntieo, Dupuy indicated that he would act in this vain himself.
Dupuy in stressing the above stated that, although the 11Notes" were signed by Willebrands, Dupres, and Mejia, the "Notes" were "concocted" by a minor sub--committee
on Catechesis without 'proper reflection'. Therefore, a8ain, the reaction should~te
overblown, thus giving it too much importance, and therefore aet undue publicity.
In our approach to Mehia, Halperin stressed the notion of 'solidarity' and 'discipline'
because any .individual appreach to would play into the hands of Mejia and exonerate
him - which we do not want to do.
In our approach, Halperin suggested that there were some good point~, some positive
indications, but that the crux of the ''Notes" is a theological document intended for
Catholics, an internal presentation dealing with Jews. but not addressed to Jews. If
we attack them now, the Vatican will ask or i'iaCt requesting a theologicai-dialogue
for which we are not prepared and do not wish to be involved in.
In the Liaison Com:nittee we shpuld bring out that we would like to review the statements
issued in Vatican II, Guidelines, the Pope's remarks to the AJC, ADL, Mainz and on
other occasions - and indicate where we consider the "Notes" a step backwards and ask
for an e~planation. In the Liaison Committee the Vatican group will not be able to
evade the challe·nges of IJCIC and will have to face the issue squarely. If there is
no satis.factor.y conclusion, IJCIC can then say that we did not come to l.ome to just
shake hands with the Pope and celebrate 11Nostra Aetate", the Jews expect a positive
statement by the Pope which goes beyond the question of Israel and the Holocaust. These
matters are very important to the Jews, however, there are wider and other important
issues which the Catholic Church has to face with regard to Jews and Judaism.
In conclusion, Halperin reiterated that Dupuy is aligned with Cardinal Martini and
his group, supported by .Dubois and Fisher,· all aligned against Willebrands and Mejia.
He also indicated that the Vatican is closed down from July 1 till the end of August,
therefore, we will not receive any response.
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A tiOTE
for the preparation of the document of the
Commissi9n for Religious Relations with the Jews:
"notes on the correct way to present the Jews and Judaism in
preaching and catechesis of the Roman Catholic Church"
(Press Conference, June 24, 1985) ('~J ~ ·174">r~

·

17~~

The text we make public today is the result of a long and patient
drafting.
A first draft was discussed by the participants in the meeting
of Delegates of Episcopal Conferences and other experts on Jewish-Catholic relations, held · in Rome the first week of March 1982 . In fact,
during the preparatory work for that meeting, the Commission was asked
from different . quarters to prepare a kind of guide for the use of all
those who in the Catholic Church are faced with the difficult task_
of presenting to our faithful the Jews and Judaism in the light of
the new pastoral and doctrinal developments, flowing from the Conciliar
Declaration "Nostra Aetate N,4", of whose promulgation we celebrate
this year the 20th anniversary, as also from the "Guidelines and Suggestions for the application of the Declaration . . • ", published by our
Commission at the end of 1974.
The idea was to be of some help to those engaged in catechetics
or more generally in teaching or preaching, and willing to put into
practice the orientations. just mentioned, not always easy to translate
in terms of didactic presentation.
The preparatory work for the docwnent went on for three years,
wH h several consultations with our Consultors in Rome a~where,
and therefore with various draftings . Jt should be obvious that · in
those stages, and specially in the final one, the drafters keep carefully in mind what the Holy Fahter has ' had to say on Jewish-Christian
relations, from Paris to Mainz, from BrooklyA te G&Fa.Gas and Madrid,,
and many times in Rome itself. The documents already published by various Episcopal Conferences have also been considered. On the othe.r
hand, either we in the Conunission, as also our Consul tors and other .
experts engaged in the preparation, have tried to bring in the accumula- '
ted experience of many years of almost daily contact with our Jewish partners. Nevertheless, the document is and remains a text of the Catholic Church. And this means that its language, its structure and the
ql1estions it intends to address, belong to the teaching and pastoral
practice of the Catholic Church.

f

·-··

·- ----

As is normal precudure with an1 d r~wnent made public by a Dicas~tery of the Holy See, other Dicasteries competent in the subjec~theme
of the document have been c;nsul ted and their observations dutifully
and carefully taken · into account. We feel it is our duty as well as
our pleasure to express here publicly our gratitude and appreciation
for this patient and fruitful collaboration.
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The document, in this its final version, bears the follo...,ing
title in English: "Notes on the correct ....ay to present the Jevs and
Judaism in preaching and catechesis in the Roman Catholic Church".
The first word of the title (';Notes"), appropriately reflects the aim
of the text, which is to be used. as a kind of frame of reference for
all those ...,ho for different reasons and in various ways are called
..._ to speak about Je...,s and Judaism in the exercise of their teaching assignment, and would do it (as they should) in accordance with the present
teaching of the church in such matters. It is well kno"'" that Jews
and Judaism comLout very frequently in many subjects dealt ...,ith in
preaching.i. c~s:i,a_ or doctri~ teaching. In fact, it is wellnigh
impossible, unless one would suppress the Old Testament, forget about
,,,.- the Jewishness of Jesus and the Apostles and dismiss the real cultural
and religious context of the primitive Church, to present Christianity
abstracting from the Jews and Judaism. Or else presenting both in a
prejudiced, distorted manner. It is to this situation precisely which
the Council wishes to put an end and to this aim also the 1974 "Guidelines" wish to serve, in a rather generic ...,ay . It is exactly the same
intention which has inspired the present "Notes", dealing with the
same subject but i .n a more concrete ....ay, as in a kind of handbook,
with due attention to the limitations of a text which could not and
should not become too lengthy.
From here flows the structure of the document. It starts with
a ser ies of "Preliminary Considerations", where the spirit and the
rationale of the text are introduced, mostly with the help of quotations,
either from the Council, from the Holy Father, or from preceding documents. Thereupon follows a first section called "Religious Teaching
and Judaism", where the doctrinal and pastoral principles
presiding
over such teaching are specified. Para. N.:-...la-_on Judaism as a contempoQ=
~ot only "historical" (and thus superseded) reality, should be
c~refully noted, as also N. 5 on the complexity of the relations between
. - Church and Judaism~ on both the historical and religious level. ln
this same section there is the affirmation about Christ and his saving
event as central to the economy of salvation - an affirmation which
is essential to the Catholic faith (N.7). This does not mean however
that the Jews cannot and should not
vific gifts from their
o"'"
course, they can and should do so

I

I

A second scctio~, 1.!r.der the t).tle "Relations between the Old
and the New Testamerit" tries to help put into practice several orientations from the Second Vatican Council about an easier and fuller access
of the Catholic faithful to a richer knowledge of Holy Scripture (cf.
Dei Verbum Nn. 21-22 and Sacrosanctum Concilium, N.Sl), especially
the Old Testament. However, it is not always an easy matter to present
the relations between both Testaments in a way which fully respects
_...--the validity ~e Old_Testament and its permanent usefulness for
the Church. Here an effort has been made to explain the ineaning of
what is called "typolo_gy", on which a large part of the use of the
Old Testament in our Liturgy is grounded. "Typology" most certanly

...
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does not mean detracting from the ~"' •attdi'-~ the Old Testament,
rather tlle contrary. On the other hand, as it has always been taught
in Catholic tradition, there is also a "typol ogy" in t~e New Testament
regarding the final or eschatologicalrealities (cf. N.8) . The importance
of the Old Testament for Judaism is also underlined, and reference
is made to a common hearing, as far as possible, vith the Jews, of
its message, s_o as to become more deeply engaged tog.ether, Christians
and Jews, in favour of men and women in this world, in the mainstream
of the prophetic tradition (Nn. IO and 11). The significance of the
..-- Jewish people and of its continuity in history is again mentioned towards
the end (cf. VI, 1). It should be noted also that other readings of
the Old Testament, either. in relation with the New · or in itself, are
- not at all excluded, and the limits of "typology" are ackno ...•ledged
( cf.. N. 3).

-

The third section speaks about the "Jewish Roots of Christianity".
Here we turn to the New Testament and try to show that the Jewishness
of Jesus as well as the reality of contemporary Judaism, far from being
something marginal or incidental, a re on the contrary connected with
the dynamics of the Incarnation and have therefore a specific value
in the divine plan of salvation. Relations between Jesus and Biblical
Law are carefully assessed (N. 2) as are too relations between Mim
and the Jewish institutions of his time, like the Temple (N. 3). Mention
is made here of t he Pharisees, the trend in Judaism of Jesus' time
to which he was nearer and with which he has had closer relations,
all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding . About this, more is
to be found in the following section.

This fourth secti on is in fact dedicated to the problem of the
"Jews in the New Testament" . Some (Christians and Jews) indeed feel
in the wake of what can only be called a very superficial analysis,
that the Ne111 Testament is "antisemitic". Here on the contrary, relying
on the assu;;d resul ts of recent scholarly exegesis, an effort is made
to provide teachers
with some principles and criteria for explaining
and presenting the texts which seem to create difficulties regarding
,- this point in t he Gospel of John or elsewhere in the New Testamemt.
There is ho111ever no intention of hiding or dissimulating the faci of
, the disbelief of Je111s in Jesus, a fact which is called "sad", as Saint
Paul does in the well-known text of 'the Letter to the Romans (9,2)
because it is from there that division and eruuty bet.,,.een Christians
and Jews made its start and wherefrom arises the present urgent need
_
for reconciliation. This last is also noted very carefully (cf. 1 I>).
However that may be, i t is underlined with no less care that nobody
_,..can judge a nybody else's conscience, not then (in J esus• time), nor
- i;t:il1 less - i n the present time (ibid!. E F). In this cc-ntext, it
is said that t he t eaching of Vatican II on religi ous freedom •nust al'olays
be kept in mind, being as it is "one of the bases •.• on which J udaeoChristian dial ogue rests" (ib. F). A special paragraph is dedicated
,_, to the "delicate .question of responsibility for t he death of Christ"
(N.2), without however entering into the complex and difficult histori-

- - - ---- - -

4.
cal questions. The presentation looks rather, in the view of the Catectism of the Council of Trent, explicitly quoted here, at the theologiq.l significance of the death of Christ and our o"'n participation in
it, as sinners . In this view the historical intervention of "those
few Jews", and some Romans, in Jesus' passion becomes a very secondary
111atter. The Credo of the Catholic Church has always mentioned Pontius
Pilate in relation with the death of Christ, not the Jews.
In the fiftt: section reference is made to Liturgy and to some
of the borro.,.•ings and common elements between our o.,,.n Catholic liturgy
- " and the Je1tish tradition.
Specific mention is made of the source
of our prayers, of the f eas~ycle and of the structure itself of Eucharistic prayers.
A sixth section, altogether new in the series of previous docu111ents, intends to offe r some information on Judaism and Christianity
along the many centuries of common history, mostly unknown if not
distorted
when it. happens to be mentioned .
In this section, the
cenitral elements are mainly three: the permanence of Judaism and its
(so _to speak) theological sj gni fi Cance, because it "allowed Israel
to carry to the whole world a "'itness -- often heroic -- of its fidelity
..,... to the one God" (N.1 )j the exhortation to Christians that they try
to "understand (the) religious attachment" of the Je..,·s to "the land
..-of their forefathers" (ib.)i and the creation of the State of Israel,
about "'hich it is said, with extreme precision, that the "perspective"
in which it should be "envisaged" along with its "political . options",
"is (not) in itself religious, but .•• in their reference to the common
principles of international law", ruling both the existence of the
various states and their insertion in the conununity of the other states
(ib. ). it ..,.ill surely be noted that, for the first time, in a document
of ithe Commission, reference is 111ade to the land and the state, in
different but related paragraphs.
A brief sentence, at the end of
the paragraph, refers to the "extermination" of Jews (what is called
..,....- the Shoah, in Heb re"'' 1 the catastrophe), during the darl< years of the
Nazi persecution.
It says that catechesis "should ••• help" Catholics
to "understand" the dimensions of such tragedy and its significance
for the Jews, but also for us, whom it also abviously concerns. Many
subsidies have already been prepared, also by Catholic offices for.
educa·tion, to awaken such awareness, or else to help deepen it. Our
Commission is happy with such de\•elopments and intends, with the
sentence just referred to, to point out in themfvay to be followed.

J

In· this context (cf. N.2), as well as at the very beginning
of the document (cf. I,N.8), the text has a renewed condemnation of
...----antisemitism, this time ho...,ever in relation with the need for a "precise,
objective and -Agorously accurate teat hing on Judaism" (ib.), which
is the aim of these "Notes" .
We are therefore well aware that· a 1 lot
has been made to dispel the so-called "teaching of contempt" (the
expression comes from the famous Jewish historian from France, Jules
Isaac).
But much remains still to be done, not last because there
.-- are always new forms of racism and antisemitism ready to raise their
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The aim of the "Notes" is nevertheless a positive one, as it
is said in the Conclusion.
They envisage the formation of Catholics
"not only for objectivity, justice and tolerance" (which would already.
111ean a lot), but "also for understanding and dialogue": in fact "our
two traditions are so related that they cannot ignore each othe:-",
as is · frequently still the case, thus "mutual knowledge must be . encouraged at every le\'el".

We earnestly hope that the deep study_ of many paragraphs in
the present text, done by both parts, a l so in. the context of a dis~
cussion free of preconceptions and carefully attentive to the sometimes
delicate nuances, ~ill help to~ards this all important aim, which
i s also the condition sine q ua non for common action, tr-uly efficient,
in favour of the i d eals we hold dear and ha,·e inherited on both sides
,...- from the corrunon biblical tradition.
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ANALYSIS of
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'NOTES ON THE CORRECT WAY TO PRESENT THE JEWS AND JUDAISM IN
PREACHING AND CATECHESIS OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH"
INTRODUCTION
The attached analysis of the Notes on the Correct Way to Present the Jews and
Judaism in Preaching and Catechesi s of the Roman Catholic Church is offered to
help rabbis, religious educator s and synagogue leaders assess how this document
may best be used in thei r community to stimulate better understanding between
Catholics and Jews as an appr opriate way to mark the 20th anniversar y of Nostra
Aetate. This historic document set in motion an irreversible movement to
eliminate the "teaching of contempt"; to reassess the negative portrayal of Jews
and Judaism which has caused so much pain and suffering over the last two millenia.
The Notes, the subject of much cri tique by Jewish and Christian leaders in the
United States , England , Germany and Israel , is a document prepared by the Vatican
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews, intended for use by Catholics.
It is not a Papal Declaration and does not bear the significance of such a s t atement.
Since the Notes build on Nostra Aetate and the Vatican Guidelines of 1975
they must be considered in context with these doc~nts, with" the statement by
Msgr. Jorge Mejia at the Pr ess Conference releasing the Notes, as well as various
Papal Declarations , to be pr operly understood. As is the nature of Vatican Commission statements , the Notes are carefully crafted and delicately nuanced from
both a political and a reli gious per spective .
Several sections move beyond Nostra Aetate and t he Vatican Guidelines to correct
stereotyped misconceptions of Jews and Judaism . More than any previous document,
the Notes stress the Jewish r oots of Christianity, the Jewishness of Jesus , and
and his close relationship to t he Phar isees. The Notes urge that special c~re
be taken when reading the New Testament, especially regarding pejor a t ive refer- ·
ences to· Jews. There is a movement from implicit to explicit acknowle dgement of
the validity of Jewish witness t o this day as weli as references to the origin
of Catholic Liturgical struct ure in Jewish tradition. Rev. John Pawlikowski has
used 'this section constructively to call for major structur al reform of some
troublesome aspects of Catholic Liturgy.
The expressed desir e to· encour age joint social a ction based on the prophetic
traditi~n was anticipated in the resolution adopted by the UAHC Board of Trustees
at their meeting in May 1985, which called for greater cooperation between
Catholics and Jews. on issues of common concern.
The Notes reaffirm condemnation of anti- semitism and repudiation of Deicide .
Continued concentration on the theological significance of the death of~ Christ
rather than the historical aspect provides little opportunity for Catholics to
understand the devastating effect of the Deicide charge on Jews and e·v en less
opportunity to correct this mis i nterpretation.
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There ~B . an additional acknowledgement that the Vatican Commission is stri~ing to
present the relationship between both Testaments in a way that "fully recognized
the validity of the Old Testament," that does not exclude "other readings," (i.e .,
not Catholic interpretation), while also striving to be faithful to Catholic
teaching. A unique model for helping Christians and. Jews understand the differences in Biblical interpretation was developed in the recent Congregations in
Dialogue project prepared by the Department of Interreligious Affairs .
The Notes' emphasis on typology - the only interpretive model mentioned in the
document - was severely criticized by both Catholics and Jews since this outmoded
and largely discarded approach to Biblical interpretation has supercessionist overtones which traditionally result in negative portrayals of the Jews and Judaism.
Criticism of the treatment accorded Israel and the Holocaust in the Notes reflect
heightened expectations based on statements by the German Bishops in 1976:
Apart from some admirable efforts by individuals and groups, most
of us, during the time of National Socialism, formed a church community preoccupied with the threat at our own institutions, we turned
our backs to this persecuted Jewish people and were silent about crimes
perpetrated on Jews and Judaism .•. Christians even took active part in
these persecutions.
Pope John Paul II, standing at Auschwitz, stated, "I pause with you before th~
inscription in Hebrew. This inscription awakens the memory of the people whose
sons and daughters were intended for total extermination •.. It is not permissible
for anyone to pass by this inscription with indifference." In a 1984 Good Friday
apostolic letter, Pope John Paul II declared, "For the Jewish people who live in
the State of Israel, and who preserve in that land such precious testimonies of
their history and their faith, we must ask for the desired security and true
tranquillity that is the prerogative of every nation." It was hoped that these
understandings and those of a much more advanced statement by the United States
Catholic Bishops in 1975 would be reflected in the Notes. Instead, most critiques,
Jewish and Christian, found the treatment of Israel inadequate and the single
vague and passing reference to the Holocaust particularly disturbing . The ultimate
significance may be that these issues appear for the firs~ time in a Vatican document that opens the door to inclusion of these vital issues in Catholic catechesis.
The call for in-depth treatment of the Holocaust and for upgrading diplomatic
relations between the Vatican and Israel is now heard from both Catholic and Jewish
sources. In the dialogue process Jewish understanding that Vatican statements regarding Israel may be guarded because of concern about the fate of the Catholics
living in Arab lands does not mean that our disappointment regarding such treatment
should be muted. The Vatican needs to understand how such caution affects CatholicJewish relations.
The United States Catholic Bishops offered a less ambiguous affirmation of
Jewish attachment to the land of Israel (1975) which was cited as a reference
in the Notes:
In dialogue with Christians, Jews have explained that they do not
consider themselves as a church, a sec~, or a denomination, as is
the case among Christian communities, but rather as a peoplehood
that is not solely racial, ethnic or religious, but in a sense a
composite of all these. It is for such reasons that an overwhelming
majority see themselves bound in one way or the other to the land of
Israel. Most Jews see this tie to the land as· essential to their
Jewishness. Whatever difficulties Christians may experience in sharing this view, they should strive to understand this link between
2

·.
land and people which Jews have expressed in their writings and
worship throughout two millenia as a longing for the homeland,
holy Zion."
It is no wonder that the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultation (IJCIC) found that the Notes reflected a "regressive spirit," that while the
document contained much of value, some of the "formulations" represent a retreat
from earlier Catholic statements. The Notes are ambivalent, ambiguous, confusing,
and even contradictory in some instances. The statement appears to represent :
differing strains of thought which lack consensus and reflect a more co·nservative
approach to theology that is deeply disturbing. While the Press Conference served
to clarify some problem areas, others were never clearly confronted. The conservative nature of the Notes is evident in its persistent use of the term "Old Testament" rather than "Hebrew Scriptures," the term employed by more progressive
Christian theologians. There is also a basic contradiction between these sections
of the Notes when one statement depicts the Jews as chosen by God for the purpose
of preparing the coming of Christ, while another s'e ction calls upon Catholic educators to provide "precise, objective, and rigorously accurate teaching on Judaism."
Which standard are Catholic educators to meet? Accurate teaching about Judaism
necessitates that Catholic students learn how Jews interpret the purpose of their
chosenness. The inference, present even during the press conference, that the
"rupture" between Judaism and t.he "young church" was caused by the refusal of Jews
to accept Jesus as their Messiah presents a simplistic portrayal of the parting of
the ways, hardly unilaterally the "fault" of Jews .
The basic flaw inherent in the Notes is that they do not reflect the stated intent,
that Christians "must learn by what essential traits the Jews define themselves in
the light of their own religious experience. Rather, the Notes show Catholic
educators how to fit information about Jews and Judaism into traditional Catholic
teaching.
Much of the controversy could have been avoided if the Jewish community had been
consulted in the process. History informs us that Jews have a valid concern about
the way in which Jewish tradition, beliefs and practices are depicted in Catholic
preaching and teaching. More attention should also have been paid to the views of
American Catholics who have the most extensive experience in communication with the
largest Jewish community in the. world. Consultation does not mean veto power. It
merely ensures a heightened awareness to sensitive areas to preclude the development of misunderstandings. Lac.k of such communication necessitated the scheduling
of a Press Conference by Msgr. Mejia to "clarify" the Notes.
The inclusion in the
Notes of statements expressed at the Press Conference would have ameliorated much
of the criticism.
It is important to place the Notes in proper perspective. Vatican Commission statements ar·e , by nature, more cautious and conservative than similar statements
emanating from American Catholic sources. Both Nostra Aetate and the Vatican
Guidelines, (1975), were also criticized when adopted, for earlier drafts of ~ach
held greater promise than the versions finally adopted. Yet Nostra Aetate transformed the way in which Catholics and Jews relate to each other and the Vatican
Guidelines, despite reservations, made significant progress, representing step-bystep adv.ances in a
relationship still in its infancy. The Notes represent a
more complex pro.blem, for they take us forward a few steps in some directions,
yet retr·e at in others. Pawlikowski and Oesterreicher regard the Notes, on balance,
as a small advance. Dr. Fisher is. even more positive in his assessment. Brockway's
views ar·e , in some instances, more negative than IJCIC 's. Pawlikowski and
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Oesterreicher are critical of IJCIC for releasing their critique through the media.
Given the sequence of events, the lack of prior consultation before the scheduled
release of the Notes by the Vatican Commission, given the inability of the Commission to postpone public release of the Notes plus pressure from the press, which
had advance copies, to respond, IJCIC would appear to have had little choice but to
respond publicly to the release of a public document in which Jews have a vital
stake.
In the end, the definitive analysis will depend on how the Notes are used.
In one instance, the Notes were initial ly
used by a Catholic Bishop in Canada
to decline joining in an ecumenical statement denouncing the anti-Jewish sentiments
expressed by a former teacher found guilty of promoting hatred against Jews in his
classroom lectures. He reportedly based his decision on a desire to thoroughly
study and digest the Notes. He subsequently changed his mind and issued a separate
statement.
A few Jews also ~ntt:ially questioned invulvementin the Dialogue process in view of
dissatisfaction with some sections of the Notes. Despite disappointments, considerable progress has taken place in the twenty short years since Nostra Aetate, pre-

cisely because they provided opportunities for Dialogue which made .such progress
possible. The Notes are not a finished product . There are many gaps that will be
filled in. Whether they represent an advance or retreat. the more productive response is to deepen the process of communication.
The Catholic-Jewish Relations Committee, Archdiocese of New York, on which Rabbi
Jerome Davidson and I both serve, chose a more positive approach. For the last
year, the Committee has been revising the Guidelines for Catholic-Jewish Relations,
adopted by the Archdiocese in 1969. Despite the fact that this, too, is a document
intended for use by Catholics, Jewish members of the Committee have been involved
and consulted at every step along the way, avoiding the type of controversy surrounding the Notes. Confronted with problems presented by the Notes, the Committee
decided to issue a joint Study Guide designed to help Catholics and Jews use the
Notes in a productive way that enhances the Dialogue process.
The Notes provide Catholics and Jews with an opportunity for Dialogue on topics
such as:
Israel

The Parting of the Ways

Holocaust

Liturgy

Covenant,

Bi blical Interpretation

Election

What Catholics and Jews Do/Should
Teach about Each Other

Mission and Witness
The Notes' call for action on a joint Social Justice agenda will find a ready
response from Reform congregations on issues of common concern, such as nuclear
disarmament and economic justice .
Two publicat ions available from the Department of Interreligious Affairs will be particularly helpful:
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THE CHALLENGE OF SHALOM FOR CATHOLICS AND JEWS
JEWS AND CHRISTIANS:

TEACHING ABOUT EACH OTHER

Focus on the intent of the Notes, as expressed in the Conclusion, will enable
Catholics and Jews to move beyond dissension and disappointment in our advance
toward true Dialogue.
Conclusion - Notes
Religious teaching, catechesis and preaching should be a preparation not only for
objectivity, justice, tolerance but also for understanding and dialogue. Our two
traditions are so related that they cannot ignore each other. Mutual knowledge
must be encouraged at every level. There is evident in particular a painful ignorance of the history and traditions of Judaism, of which only negative aspects
and often caricature seem to form part of the stock ideas of many Christians.
Press Conference
We earnestly hope that the deep study of many paragraphs in the present text, done
by both parts, also in the context of a discussion free of preconceptions and carefully attentive to the sometimes delicate nuances, will help towards this all important aim, which is also the condition sine qua non for common action, truly
efficient, in favour of the ideals we hold dear and have inherited on both sides
from the common biblical tradition.
Annette Daum
Coordinator
Department of Interreligious Affairs
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
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ANALYSIS
PREFACE
To be properly understood, the Notes on the Correct Way to Present the Jews
and Judaism in Preaching and Catechesis of the Roman Catholic Church, issued in
June 1985, should be considered in context with Nostra Aetate, the Vatican
Guidelines of 1975, and the remarks of Msgr. Jorge Mejia at his Press Conference
which clarified the intent of Fhe Notes. Quotations from these sources on various
matters of concern between Catholics and Jews appear on the following pages.
Pertinent comments oy prominent

Chr~stians

in the field of Christian-Jewish

Relations have been added to help the reader assess the impact of the Notes.
SECTION I - RELIGIOUS TEACHING

~

JUDAISM

NOTES
As Pope John Paul II stated in his address on March 6, 1982,
The Jews and Judaism should not occupy an occasional and marginal place
in catechesis: their presence there is essential and should be organically integrated. Awareness of the faith and religious life of the Jewish
people as they are professed and practised still today, can greatly help
us to understand better certain aspects of the life of the Church.
PRESS CONFERENCE - :isgr. Jorge Mejia.

(Purpose of Notes.)

•.. to prepare a kind of guide for the use of all those who in the Catholic
Church are faced with the difficult task of presenting to our faithful the
Jews and Judaism in the light of the new pastoral and doctrinal developments,
flowing from the Conciliar Declaration "Nostra Aetate" of whose promulgation
we celebrate this year the 20th anniversary, as also from the "Guidelines
and Suggestions for the application of the Declaration ... " published by our
Commission at the end of 1974.
The Notes acknowledge and reiterate the principles expressed in the Vatican Guidelines,
1975, which stress that
Christians must strive to acquire a better knowledge of th~ religious tradition
of Judaism. They must learn by what essential traits the Jews define themselves
in the light of their own religious experience.
The controversy surrounding the Notes erupted over the question of how well specific
recommendations in the Notes carried out this intent.
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COMMENTS
The Notes themselves emphasize at the outset the necessity for learning "by
what essential traits the Jews define themselves in the light of their own
religious experience," ·yet direct their attention mainly at the traditional
categories of Christian teaching. Eugene Fisher
If the Church is to take seriously one of the cardinal principles of the
1975 Guidelines--Christia.ns must come to understand Jews as they define
themselves--it is imperative that the Jewish community have the chance to
comment on definitions of Jewish existence in ecclesial documents before
they are released to the church at large.
Rev. John T. Pawlikowski
SALVATION
NOTES
In virtue of her divine mission, the Church which is to be the all-embracing
means of salvation in which alone the fulness of the means of salvation can
be obtained must of her nature proclaim Jesus Christ to the world. Church
and Judaism cannot be seen as two parallel ways of salvation.
PRESS CONFERENCE - MEJIA
In this section there is the af f irmatioti. about Christ and his saving event as
central to the economy of salvation - an affirmation whiah is essential to the
Catholic faith. This do~s not mean however that the Jews cannot and should not
draw salvific gifts from thei.- own traditions. Of course, they can and should do so.
CO?-JMENTS
The description of the centrality of Christ for redemption i n the Christian
faith perspective is also not handled as well as it might. The tone in some
paragraphs (especially 1:7) seems unduly hard with little to talk about in a
dialogue on the matter. What is lacking here is the expression of some spirit
of rethinking Christian expression and communication in this regard that was
so positively striking to both Catholics and Jews in the paper on dialogue
presented by Tomaso Federici to the official Vatican-Jewish International
Dialogue some years ago. It is a shame that none of the tone and content of
that paper seems to have penetrated ~he Notes.. Pawlikowski.
Gan we as Christians continue to insist in good faith that the "Church and
Judaism cannot then be seen as two parallel ways to salvation"? If so, must
we not make clear that Judaism and Christianity understand "salvation" in
radically different ways and that the Christian way to "salvation" is no more
the Jewish way than the Jewish way is for Christians? Simply to state it as
1:7 does is to suggest that only the Church is in possession of the truth ••• •
I might add that "maintaining the strictest respect for religious liberty,"
while certainly a laudable intention, is the bare minimum Jews could expect
from Christians in this, the twentieth century - but it falls far short of
the theological affirmation of Judaism that would seem to be demanded by the
dialogue in which we have been engaged. Allan R. Brockway
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The sense of the intimacy of the "spiritual bonds" linking the Church to the
Jewish people and of the common goal of God's reign leads the Notes to doubt
the adequacy of a formulation of the relationship as simply "two parallel
ways of salvation," which .n ever touch or meet (I: 7). Such a model from a
Catholic point of view, does not articulate well enough "the unity of the
divine plan." This section, while yielding certain hints for a renewed
(i. e., non-triumphalist) interpretation of typology, does not offer its own
model for the relationship. As with previous documents, there is much that
remains unresolved for the dialogue . Fisher

ANTI-SEMITISM
NOTES
The question is not merely to uproot from among the faithful the remains of
anti-Semitism still to be found here and there, but much rather to arouse in
them, through educational work, an exact knowledge of the wholly unique "bond"
which joins us as a Church to the Jews and to Judaism . In this way, they
would learn to appreciate and love the latter, who have been chosen by God to
prepare the coming of Christ.
This section continues to stress the danger of anti-semitism and the importance of
providing accurate teaching on Judaism.

Yet, problematically, there is still no

overt reference to the role of the Church in fostering anti-semitism over the last
two millenia.

There is a small reference in a later

section of the Notes,

"We must remember how mucp the balance of relations between Jews and Christians
over 2,000 years has been negative."

While still not an overt acknowledgement,

such a statement does open the door to discussion of the role of the Church .

COMMENT
The bond between Christianity and Judaism is real enough but surely it cannot
consist in Judaism having prepared for the coming of Christ or, i f that (and
that is itself open to theological debate), certainly not that alone ••• How
does the concept of "chosenness" relate to the observation that Israel "remains
a chosen people"? Unless I have completely misunderstood the Jewish tradition,
there is nothing that would suggest they were "chosen" to prepare the way for
the coming of Christ. The Church might want to think that, but to offer such
a concept of chosenness to Catholics is such a gross distortion of the Jewish
understanding as to suggest that nothing has been learned in the last one
hundred years . Brockway

ANTI-SEMITISM AND RACISM
NOTES
Education and catechesis should concern themselves with the problem of racism,
still active in different forms of anti-Semitism.
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PRESS CONFERENCE - MEIJA
The text h~s a renewed condemnation of antisemitism, this time however in
relation with the need for a "precise, objective and vigorously accurate
teaching on Judaism," which is the aim of these "Notes." We are therefore
well aware that a lot has been made to dispel the so-called "teaching of
contempt" (the expression comes from the famous Jewish historian from France,
Jules Isaac). But much remains still to be done, not .last because there
are always new forms of racism and antisemitism ready to raise their ugly
head again.
COMMENTS
We need to get ourselves clear that antisemitism is not a form of racism.
There is nothing racial about the Jewish people; that was something the
Nazis taught us, which we should have un-learned long ago. Hatred and persecution of Jews (anti-semitism) is discrimination against the Jews because
they are Jews. Racism is discrimination against people because of their
skin colour or distinctive physiological features. These are two different
categories, and support of antisemitism results. from their confusion. (Brockway)
The term "anti-semitism" itself was created by Wilhelm Marr just a century ago, as
a cover term to express anti-Judaic attitudes, which Deborah McCauley and I note
in our article, "Jewish-Christian-Feminist Dialogue:

A Wholistic Vision,"

(Union Seminary Quarterly Review, Fall 1983.) The words Jew and Judaism were replaced by "Semite" and "Semitism" with the prefix "anti" attached.

The religious

issue was obscured under the cover of racism . . Without anti-Judaism, the Church's
"teaching of contempt" (see reference above), there would be no anti-semitism.
The addition of racism to an anti-Judaism rooted in Christian animosity enabled
Despite ghettoes~ expulsions, forced

the Nazis to press for the Final Solution.

conversions and pogroms, Jews could survive the anti-Judaism of the Church.

Nazi

anti-semitism led to the gas chambers.
While the Notes raise the issue of anti-semitism, the treatment is inadequate.
The Church has made much progress in

eliminating ~ anti-Judaic

elements in its

teaching but further Dialogue is needed to explore tl:enature of modern antisemitism and methods of eradicating it.
MESSIAH - NOTES
Section One ends with a statement noting the "difficulty" Jews experience
"in recognizing in him ]Jesus] their Messiah."
COMMENTS
Jews don't have "difficulty" recognizing J~sus as "their" Messiah, they simply
don't do it. Any Jew who claims that Jesus is the Messiah (not to mention
"their" Messiah, that is, the Messiah as understood by the Hebrew prophets
and the Rabbis), .thereby stops being a Jew. It is falsification of contemporary Judaism to suggest that Jews only have some "difficulty" in that
regard. (Brock\Jay)
10

SECTION II - BETWEEN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT
ELECTION
NOTES
The definitive meaning of the election of Israel does not become clear except
in the light of the complete fulfillment (Rom 9- 11), and election in Jesus
Christ is still better understood with reference to the announcement and the
promise.
Read alone, this statement could be interpreted as denying the validity of Judadism.
A subsequent statement with regard to the pronouncements of the People of Israel
appears to contradict such a view.

There is a tendency to view these statements

ieparately, since they appear in different sections of the Notes.

Had the

statements appeared together as a s·ingle entity' they would be interpreted
as affirming the validity of Judaism:
The permanence of Israel (while so many ancient peoples have disappeared
without trace) is a historic fact and a sign to be interpreted within
God's design. We must in any case rid ou~selves of the traditional idea of
a people punished, preserved as a living argument for Christian apologetic.
It remains a chosen people.
We must remind ourselves how the permanence o{ Israel is accompanied by a
continuous spiritual fecundity, in the rabbinical period, in the Middle Ages
and in modern times.
COMMENTS
This statement I believe to be truly remarkable in more than one way. On
the one hand, it acknowledges without reservation that the very Jews who
were persecuted and even killed by Christians over the centuries are to
be seen by the ·c hurch properly as martyrs ("heroic witness") and presented
as such in the classroom.
The text offers the basis for an entirely new approach to Jewish peoplehood
within the context of catechesis. Again, the results may well be~evolution
ary in the long run for Catholic teaching. (Fisher)
TYPOLOGY
NOTES
Typological interpretation consists in reading the Old Testament as preparation and, in certain aspects, outline and foreshadowing of the New. Christ
is henceforth the key and point of reference to the Scriptures: "the Rock
1
was Christ."
PRESS CONFERENCE - MEIJA
It is not always an easy matter to present the relations between both Testaments in a way which fully respects the validity of the Old Testament and
its permanent usefulness for the Church. "Typology" most certainly does not
mean detracting from the proper validity of the Old Testament, rather the
contrary.
11

Typological interpretation of the Bible presents persons or events in
Hebrew Scripture as "types" of persons or events found in the New Testament.
Example:

Adam would be called a "type" of Christ or the manna in the Exodus

would be called a "type" of the Eucharist.
COMMENT
The document has its weaker points. What it has to say about typology, or
about the preparatory character of Judaism, should have been expressed in
gr,e ater depth and dimension. The Old Testament ("Old" meaning "First") is
for Christians fulfilled in the New, but for Jews it is fulfilled in the
Rabbinic tradition, what Jews call "the oral Torah." (Msgr. John M. Oesterreicher)
The statements in the Notes which seem to portray Judaism's basic vocation
as preparing the way for Christ are most unfortunate. They really seem to
clash with the spirit of the rest of the document. The fundamental flaw in
the Notes' approach to the question lies in selection of the typological
approach to the Hebrew Scriptures-New Testament nexus. The failure to discuss other theological frameworks leaves the impression, intended or not,
that this is somehow the best and/or official framework to be used by Catholics
in dealing with the issue. Exclusive use of this framework was strongly
criticized by the NCCB Secretariat Advisory Committee in its response to the
initial draft of the Notes. The Scripture scholars on the Committee in
particular objected to the dominance in the document of an interpretative
model that had been widely discarded by their colleagues. The Committ~e also
pointed out that virtually no major Catholic systematic theologian writing
on Christology today employs such a typological approach anymore. Regretably
this advice was not heeded in revisions of the Notes, except to acknowledge
that typology was controversial in some circles. (Pawlikowski)
;:ei:
·;; .
That kind of typology utilized in Notes is a large part of the problem th~
Church has created in terms of the Jewish people for the last 1900-plus years,
the problem that the dialogue has struggled to overcome. That Notes should
bring it back in as a legitimate exegetical and theological mechanism is
disturbing, to say the least.
(Brockway)
NOTES
There is an acknowledgement in the Notes that:
Typology makes many people uneasy and is perhaps the sign of a problem
unresolved.
PRESS CONFERENCE
It should be noted also that other readings of the Old ·Testament, either in
relation with the New or in itself, are not at all excluded, and the limits of
"typology" are acknowledged.
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Dr. Eugene Fisher considers the acknowledgement of typology as a "problem
unresolved," a "remarkable" statement.

This could represent an advance if it

opens the way to dialogue regarding new models of interpretation.
SOCIAL JUSTICE
Using the Vatican Guidelines as a base, the Commission states:
We must also accept our responsibility to prepare the world for the coming
of the Messiah by working together for social justice, respect for the rights
of persons and nations and for social and international reconciliat~on. To
this we are driven, Jews and Christians, by the command to love our neighbor,
by a common hope for the Kingdom of God and by the great heritage of the
Prophets. Transmitted soon enough by catechesis, such a· conception would
teach young Christians in a practical way to cooperate with Jews, going
beyond simple dialogue.
The Resolution passed by the UAHC Board of Trustees at the May, 1985 Board
Meeting calls upon Reform congregations to cooperate with the Catholic Church on
issues of common concern.
SECTION III

- JEWISH ROOTS OF CHRISTIANITY

NOTES
"Jesus was and always remained a Jew,11 his ministry was deliberately limited
to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. 11 Jesus is fully a man of his time,
and of his environment - the Jewish Palestinian one of the first century, the
anxieties and hopes of which he shared. This cannot but underline both the
reality of the Incarnation and the very meaning of the history of salvation,
as it has been revealed in the Bible.

11

But there is no doubt that he wished to submit himself to the law, that he
was circumcised and presented in the Temple like any Jew ·of his time, that
he was trained in the law's observance. He extolled respect for it and invited obedience to it.
It should be noted also that Jesus often taught in the Synagogues and in the
Temple, which he frequented as did the disciples even after the Resurrection.
COMMENT
Section III sketches the most positive and detailed portrait of Jesus' relationship to the Law and to the Pharisees that has ever been attempted in an
official statement of the Church. (Fisher)
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JESUS AND THE PHARISEES
NOTES
His [Jesus'] relations with the Pharisees were not always or wholly polemical . Of this there are many proofs:
It is Pharisees who warn Jesus of the risks he is running (Lk 13:31);
Some Pharisees are praised - e.g., "the scribe" of Mk 12:34;
- Jesus eats with Pharisees (Lk 7:36, 14:1).
Jesus shares, with the majority of Palestinian Jews of that time, some
pharisaic doctrines: the resurrection of the body; forms of piety, like
alms-giving, prayer, fasting and the liturgical practice of addressing God
as Father; the priority of the conunandment to love God and our neighbour.
PRESS CONFERENCE - MEIJA
Mention is made here of the Pharisees, the trend in Judaism of Jesus' time
to which he was nearer and with which he has had closer relations, all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding.
COMMENTS
The Notes are especially good in positing a close relationship between Jesus
and the Pharisees (only mentioned in a footnote in the 1975 Guidelines.)
(Pawlikowski)
I wish the many paragraphs of the Jewishness of Jesus had been more concrete.
Equally, the permanent value of the Hebrew Scripture with its gospel of
creation, the Decalogue given at Sinai, the injunctions of mercy for the protection of the stranger, the poor, the persecuted, and all the fragile of God's
creatures, the Prophets' calls to righteousness, and other traits deserved to
have been mentioned explicitly. (Oesterreicher)
These sections (III and IV) respond directly to the areas of greatest difficulty in the current treatment of Jews and Judaism in Catholic textbooks. If
implemented, they have the potential of revolutionizing Catholic teaching.
While the 1975 Vatican Guidelines mentioned the "pejorative meaning" often
attributed to the word "pharisee," this section vividly opposes that connotation with a more positive description. (Fisher)
SECTION IV - THE JEWS IN THE NEW TESTAMENT
NOTES
DEICIDE
There is moreover the sad fact that the majori t y of the Jewish peopl e and its
authori ties did not believe in Jesus·. ·'The delicate "(iuestion of responsibility
for the de ath of Christ must be looked at from the stand,point of the
conciliar declaration Nostra Aetate, 4 and of Guidelines and Suggestions ( I II).
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"What happened in (Christ's) passion cannot be blamed upon all the Jews then
living without distinction nor upon the Jews of today," especially since
"authorities of the Jews and those who followed their lead pressed for the
death of Christ." Again, further on: "Christ in his boundless love freely
underwent his passion and death because of the sins of all men, so that all
might attain salvation" (Nostra Aetate, 4). The Catechism of the Council of
Trent teaches that Christian sinners are more to blame for the death of Christ
than those few Jews who brought it about - they indeed "knew not what they
did" and we know it only too well. In the same way and for the same reason,
"the Jews should not be presented as repudiated or cursed by God, as if such
views followed from the holy Scriptures . .,.
PRESS CONFERENCE - MEIJA

The presentation looks rather at the theological significance of the death of
Christ and .our own participation in it, as sinners. In this view the historical
intervention of "those few Jews", and some Romans, in Jesus' passion becomes a
very secondary matter. The Credo of the Catholic Church has always mentioned
Pontius Pilate in relation with the death of Christ, not the Jews.
COMMENTS
There was surely insuf f ici~nt attention given to the removal of the historic
deicide charge by Vatican II. Let me comment at this point on several specific
points. The first is a relatively simp+e one . It concerns the use of the
term "sad" to describe the original Jewish "no" to Jesus. While it seems
nothing especially negative was intended by this term (on the contrary it was
meant to reaffirm the close, perpetual bond between Israel .and the Church),
it carries certain overtones of basic Jewish unfaithfulness that quickly
raise Jewish antennae. (Pawlikowski)
The recognition that the Gospels are "the outcome of long and complicated
editorial work," etc. is welcome. But why is it a 11 sad11 fact that Jews did
not believe in Jesus? It is sad from the perspective of the imperialistic
Church, but is it necessarily sad from the perspective of the economy of God?
(Brockway)
SECTION V - LITURGY
NOTES
The Liturgy of the word in its own structure originates in Judaism. The prayer
of Hours and other liturgical texts and formularies have their parallels in
Judaism as do the very formulas of our most venerable prayers. The eucharistic
prayers also draw inspiration from models in the Jewish tradition.
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Since Typology was the dominant approach to theology for so many centuries,
it was incorporated into Catholic Liturgy and remains prevalent especially during
Advent (as Christians approach Christmas) and Lent (as Christians approach Easter).
COMMENT
One clear conclusion is the conviction of the need for major structural reform
in the Advent and Lenten liturgies. But I understand this will be a long-term
process, for we will be touching upon the very nerve-center of Catholic belief.
(Pawlikowski)
SECTION VI - JUDAISM AND CHRISTIANITY IN HISTORY
This section builds on portions of the Vatican Guidelines which correct the misimpression prevalent in traditional Church teaching that the history of the Jewish
people ends with the coming of Jesus.
NOTES
The history of Israel did not end in 70 A.D. It continued, especially in a
numerous Diaspora which allowed Israel to carry to the whol~ world a witness of ten heroic - of its fide lity to the one God and to " exalt him in the presence
of all the living. "
References to the State of Israel and the Holocaust appear for the first time.
ISRAEL
NOTES

Jews are described as "preserving the memory of the land of their forefathers
at the heart of their hope (Passover Seder) .
The existence of the State of Israel and its political options should be envisaged not in a perspective which is in itself religious, but in their reference
to the common principles of international law.
Education and catechesis should concern themselves with the problem of racism,
still active in different forms of anti-Semitism.
Catholics are exhorted to
try to "understand (the) religious attachment" of the Jews to "the land of their
forefathers" and the creatiqtof the State of Israel, about which it is said, with
extreme precision, that the "perspective" in which it should be "envisaged" along
with its "political options,. is not in itself religious but in their references
to the common principles of international law;" ruling both the existence of the
various states and their insertion in the community of the other states.
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COMMENTS
It affirms the relationship with the Land in context of that eschatological
hope which it sees as essential to the spiritual bonds linking our two peoples
in the perspective of God's reign. While the Notes are not ready to make their
own "any particular religious interpretation" of this relationship of people to
Land (e.g., biblical fundamentalism), catechesis, the central teaching of the
Church, needs to provide students with an understanding and positive appreciation
of it. Likewise, the existence of the State of Israel is to be taught as secure
and valid underinternational law though, again, one cannot take a simple biblical
fundamentalist approach to "political options" such as the boundaries of the
State, but must deal with them primarily (though not necessarily exclusively)
in reference to those same "common principles of international law." (Fisher)
In the. evolution of official Catholic statements the Notes represent a small
step forward, not backward, as some of the Jewish critics have charged. There
is explicit acknowledgement of the need for Catholic students to come to understand something of Jewish religious attachment to the State of Israel. No
previous Vatican document has said as much. At this point I must be candid and
say I am convinced that after the Incarnation the theological significance of
the land of Israel remains the second most important difference between Judaism
and .Christianity. It is a subject that needs intensive discussion in the
dialogue and among Christian scholars and educators. Also, there is no reason
for the Vatican not to upgrade its diplomatic recognition of Israel to the level
of formal exchange of ambassadors. (Pawlikowski)
Again, for a .Christian, the State of Israel can never be "the beginning of redemption," as it is for some jews. Still i t has religious meaning. In giving the
Jewish people an opportunity for an independent existence and a rejuvenation of
its spirit, it is evidence that God has not terminated His covenant with the
people, indeed, that H~ is their faithful Lord. (Oesterreicher)
I find it incredible that Notes should so trivialize the Jewish understandi.ng

of the Land - and should divorce it from any Christian theological significance.
On the one hand, Notes wants to deny any particular religious interpretation,
and on the other hand, it wants to deny any religious significance of the
Jewish identification with the Land. Which is the position of the Commission?
If the former, then there is still ~oom for discussion of Israel's theological
meaning; i f the latter, all discussion is cut off. ·'(Brockway)
The drafters had to take in.t o· account the situation of Catholic communities in
Arab countries, as well as in "highly conservative societies." (Rev. Marcel Dubois)
HOLOCAUST

NOTES
•

t'

Catechesis should on the other hand help in understanding the meaning for the Jews
of th.e exterminat;i.on during the years 1939~1945, anp its consequences.
PRESS CONFERENCE - MEJIA
A brief sentence refers to the' "extermination" of Jews (what is called the Shoah,
in Hebr~w; the catastr_o.£!.l~), during the dark years of the Nazi persecution. It.
.
.
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says that catechesis "should help" Catholics to "understand" the dimensions of
such tragedy and its significance for the Jews, but also for us, whom it also
obviously concer~s . Many subsidies have already been prepared, also by Catholic
offices for education, to awaken such awareness, or else to help deepen it. Our
Commission is happy with such developments and intends, with the sentence just
referred to, to point out in them the way to be followed.
COMMENTS
The Notes mandate the development of Holocaust curricula in Catholic catechetical
materials. As on other issues, the Notes point to work to be done, the text does
not provide itself a model catechesis on the Holocaust. (Fisher)
More might also have been said regarding the Holocaust, particularly the need of
accurately assessing the implications of this event for the Church. (Pawlikowski)
The Holocaust, with its millions of victims, threatened the very existence of the
Jewish people. Seeking to do away with all moral values, it was the enemy of the
Gospel, too. Hate, cruelty, and death celebrated their greatest triumph ever.
The Holocaust needs a more discerning and compassionate treatment than the
brief mention the document gives it. (Oesterreicher)
There's little I can add to the Jewish observations about the off-hand reference
to the Shoah. If all the Church should do is understand "the meaning for the 'Jews
of the extermination during the years 1939-1945, and its consequences" and not
agonize over the meaning of that destruction for the Christian Church ·and its
christology and soteriology, then we are, of all people, most desolate. It
would have been better to say nothing about the Shoah than to throw in gratuitous
words. (Brockway)
CONCLUSION
NOTES
teaching, catechesis and preaching should be a preparation not only
for objectivity , justice, tolerance but also for understanding and dialogue.
Our two traditions are so related that they cannot ignore each other. Mutual
knowledge must be encouraged at every level. There is evident in particular a
painful ignorance of the history and traditions of Judaism, of which only
negative aspects and often caricature seem to form part of the stock ideas of
many Christians . That is what these notes aim to remedy. This would mean that
the Council text and "Guidelines and Suggestions" would be more easily and
faithfully put into practice.
~eligious

PRESS CONFERENCE - MEIJA
We earnestly hope that the deep study of many paragraphs in the present text,
done by both parts, also in the context of a discussion free of preconceptions
and carefully attentive to the sometimes delicate nuances, . will help towards
this all important aim, which is also the condition sine qua non for common
action, truly efficient, in favour of the ideals we hold dear and have inherited
on both sides from the common biblical tradition.
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The International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations
June 21, 1985
For Release :

Monday , June 24, 1985

New York
Jewish Groups Query Vatican
The International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC) today
expressed its disappointment over what we perceive to be the regressive spirit and
formulations about Jews, Judaism, the Nazi Holocaust, and the meaning of I srael
in just-issued Vatican Notes ·on Jews and Judaism on Catholic preaching and catechesis.
The Vatican "Notes on the Correct Way to Present the Jews and Judaism in Preaching
and Catechesis in the Roman Catholic Church" were prepared by the Commission of the
Holy See for religious relations with the Jews , whose president is his eminence
Johannes Cardinal Willebrands of The Netherlands. The "Notes" we·re published today
in the official Vatican daily, "L'Osservatore Romano."
The IJCIC member agencies are the American Jewish Committee,
the Anti- Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith, the Israel Interfaith Committee, the
Synagogue Council of America and the World Jewish Congress.
IJCIC said that while there is much of value in the Notes, certain of the formulations
represent a retreat from earlier Catholic statements such as the 1975 Vatican Guidelines and the declarations of the French, West German, Brazilian and United States
Bishops' Conferences. Rabbi Mordecai Waxman, Chairman of IJCIC, said that he had
earlier sent a telegram to Cardinal Willebrands, signed by all the member agencies of
IJCIC, which in a querying tone had sought clarification and consultation on the Notes.

•

Among the positive features of the Notes, the IJCIC specified the following: the
sections on the Jewish roots of Christianity, the Jews in the New Testament, the
Liturgy , and Judaism and Christianity in history are, for the most part, helpful clarifications which address and correct a number of misconc~ptions. Such sensitive
areas as: the hostile references to the Jews in the New Testament, Jesus' relations
with the Pharisees, and his agreement with basic Pharasaic bel iefs, are handled in
scholarly fashicnand with declicacy. The commitment to religious liberty and the
continuing concern about anti- semitism are reassuring.
Pointing out that the Notes declare that "respect for the other as he is, is the
fundamental condition of dialogue," the IJCIC noted that the document itself reflects
little recognition of how Jews conceive of themselves.
IJCIC observed that the Holocaust and the creation of the State of Israel are absolutely crucial aspects of contemporary Jewish existence. The Notes, however, are
totally inadequate in providing Catholics with sufficient guidelines on how to teach,
preach , and understand these major events that have so decisively shaped the way
Jews define themselves.
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Paragragh 25 is a particularly glaring example of this inadequacy. There it is
baldly stated that the existence of Israel should not be "envisaged" in a religious
perspective, but rather the Jewish state must be perceived by "common principles
of international law." Even within this narrow frame of reference, nothing is said
about Israel's right to exist or of the justice of her cause.
Modern Israel is emptied of any possible religious significance for Christians.
Even Israel's profound religious significance for Jews - surely the paramount fact
to be considered in any document that purports to instruct Christians about Jews
and Judaism - is mentioned in such recondite fashion as to be unrecognizable.
On the Nazi Holocaust, the IJCIC said that equally grievous is the vague, passing
and almost gratuitous reference to " the extermina:tion during the years 1939-1945."
The absence of a strong statement on the Holocaust is particularly disturbing.
Regarding the treatment of Jewish history and traditions, the IJCIC stated that the
Notes aim to remedy "a painful ignorance of the history and traditions of Judaism."
However, they do not remedy that "painful ignorance," neither Jewish history nor
Jewish traditions are explored in the Notes, or even referred to as having independent
value. Rather, the history and traditions of Judaism are appropriated by the church.
The role of biblical Israel is seen only as preparatory. (Indeed , that is the only
reason given for Catholics to "appreciate and love Jews.")
On anti-semitism, the IJCIC pointed out that the Notes allude to the "negative"
relations between Jews and Christians for two millenia but offer nothing of this
history. How can Jews and Judaism be presented in Catholic teaching and preaching
without some acknowledgement of the historical expressions of Christian animosity?
The conclusions call for "objectivity" in teaching about Jews and Judaism. IJCIC
said, we contend that there is little of objective teaching in tne Notes. Judaism
is defined, not in terms· of its own self-understanding of its religious experience
and histor y but only in terms of Christian categories , which we regret to say -strike us as triumphalistic.
In its concluding statement, IJCIC declared that we believe this document will b'e
perceived as a step backward in Catholic-Jewish relations, and that it may undermine
the gains we have achieved through dialogue, joint study and joint action in recent
years. For this reason, we are all the more dismayed that - unlike Nostra Aetate
itself and the 1975 Guidelines - it is being published without prior consultations
with the Jewish community.
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WHITHER CATHOLIC-JEWISH RELATIONS?
Rabbi Alexander Schindler, President
Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Lecture at Marist College,
Poughkeepsie, New York - October 1985
It is a delight to be here, at this distinguished College. Let me confess to a
measure of awe which fills me in ·this place. After all, I am only a preacher
and preachers are far more at home in the pulpit than they are on the lecture
platform of a university. And while everyone has been more than hospitable to me
here, there is an odium theologicum - a disdain for matters religious - which one
has come to expect in an academic setting.
Of course I am aware of the particular history of Marist College, but if the truth
be seen and told, such a disdain can often be felt even in seminaries whose teachers
regard themselves as professional scholars, citizens of the academic world, fully
loyal to its canons of objectivity and value-free research. A deepening of the
students' religious commitments might be a by-product, but is not the primary design
of their striving .
All this was a fancy way of saying that even in seminaries preachers and theologians
by and large are on the bottom of the pecking-order, disdained by faculty and
students alike.
My beloved Homiletics Professor, Dr. Israel Betan of blessed memory, put the matter
this way: "The key to any college curriculum is the verb 'to happen,'" oe said.
This simple verb is the open-sesame to all t he courses that are taught in college.
The teachers · of history are the most advantaged. For history simply says: "It
happened," and no student will demur from such a positive statement, legibly
spelled out, black on white. Teachers of social and personal ethics fare amost as
well. When they raised their eyes he.avenward and claim, "Ah, i f it would only
happen!", the students somehow partake of their ecstacy and feel content.
Other departments encounter a somewhat greater difficulty. When Philosophy tells the
students "What seems to have happened could not really have happened," students
appear puzzled, but nonetheless they are profoundly impressed. And when the Sociologists and statisticians set out to prove that "What happens all of the time may
happen again," the students are too engrossed in collating the facts to betray anything more than a mild stupor.

·.

But theologians and homiletics teachers are the real thorns in the academic flesh.
When Theology claims that "It happened when no one was looking," then, a nervous
titter runs through the classroom leaving the Queen of the Sciences with disarrayed
laurels on her brow. And when the preacher adds, "It never happened , but I can make
it happen," why, then the students thunder in a mighty chorus, "Oh yeah?" and the
spell of the spinner of sermons is broken for all time to come. Well, I am a
preacher, for better or for worse, but at any rate for not much more than an hour.

*****
The subject before us, as you know, is "Whither Catholic-Jewish Relations on the
American Scene?" How can our respective religious communities draw more closely
one to another? How can we come to underst~nd each other better? ~ore important,
how can we work ~ogether more effectively toward the fulf_illment of our common goals?
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The very fact that we even ask these questions bespeaks the striking transformation
that our mutual approach has undergone. After all, for the better part of two
millenia, since the birth of Christendom to our time, Catholics and Jews were implacable foes. Catholics held Jews to be the minions of Satan; they accused J~ws
of deicide and insisted that by rejecting Jesus they had forfeited the grace of
God. Jews, reacting to the fearsome persecution to which this charge gave rise,
came to regard the Church as their everlasting, deadly enemy, the primary source
of world-wide anti-Semitism.
The Jews were the powerless,. during much of that time, the meek of the earth.
Catholics, on the other hand, steadily gained in strength, and once the Church of
Rome replaced the State of Rome as the world's greatest power, it lost all claim
to the blessing that Jesus bestowed upon the meek. Power and wealth caused the
Church too often to treat the earth as its spoil rather than as an inheritance,
something to own and, with all the arrogance of ownership, to remake as the Church
saw fit, with the sword and the rack as the primary sculpting tools. It was then
that Jewish-Catholic relations reached their nadir, for it was ·t hen, during its
reign of power, that the Church assigned to the powerless Jews a stereotype of
great, Satanic power. It was this stereotype, this myth, this "devil theory" of
Judaism, that led to extraordinary suffering for the people whom Jesus considered
his own.
For example, approximately one million Jews were killed by marauding Crusaders who
were too cowardly to risk the seas and to face a well-armed enemy in the Holy Land,
and so they chose to pillage and rape and riot in the in the ghettos of Europe instead.
During· the Black Plague, itinerant preachers and local clergy inflamed the mobs to.
a like frenzy with the monstrous lie that the Jews bad poisoned the wells. A
succession of Popes from Innocent IV to ClemectVI condemned this libel but only
with middling success. Equally ineffective was their ban on forced conversions.
And so the Inquisition brought its own peculiar anguish to the Jews of Portugal
and Spain. Tens of thousands were burned at the stake or exiled, their properties
seized by Torquemada and his minions. And so it went through the centuries of the
Age of Faith.
But all this was in the past, when the Church held power and the Jews were powerless.
In the modern era, however, an odd reversal has occurred in both communities. The
Jews were by and lafage emancipated from religious persecution by the rise of the
secular state, a rise that in turn produced far worse torturers than Torquemada.
But having survived the Nazi genocide, we have now, in the State of Israel, gain.e d
a degree of ·secular ·power; power enough, we pray, to prevent our "meekness" from
ever again leading to. victimizat·i on; power enough, as well, to test the con.s.cience
of the Jewish p,e ople and to test our mettle as peacemakers.
the Church, meanwhile, has b~en stripped of much of its secular. power. by the forces
of history - forces that, in turn, have created a greater need than ever for
religious truth. The sword and the rack have been shelved, to be replaced by the
moral power of faith, of prayer, of the creative force of words.
No one in all the world was more effective in enunciating the restora~ion of the
Church's spiritual dignity than was Pope John XXIII. Indeed he symbolized this
transformation. He was an altogether remarkabl e spiritual leader who reached out
and touched the souls of countless millions withi.~ the church and without, Jews ~1ot
in the l ,e as.t among them.
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We will never forget how Pope John XXIII welcomed a group of Jews who had come to
demonstrate their affection for him. He greeted them with the Biblical passage:
"I am Joseph your brother." With these words he embraced the whole Jewish people
and softened many a bitter memory. His far-sighted vision paved the way for
immeasurably improved Catholic-Jewish relations.
I~ was exactly twenty years ago, this October, that the. Roman Catholic bishops of
the Second Vatican Council repudiated the deic"ic:le charge against the Jews and denounced anti-Semitism. Their landmark statement, "Nostra Aetate" marvelously,
luminously transformed the way Catholics and Jews look at one another.

Pope John XXIII did what President Reagan failed to do when he visited Bitburg:
he recognized the past for what it was and instead of absolving the Church he
determined to transform it. This transformation. is reaching the apex of its unfoldment ·here on the American scene. Elsewhere in the world, much of the ecumeni.c al
work between Catholics and Jews is done by what Father Flannery calls professional
"dialogists," theologians and rabbis and bishops who talk, in the main, to one
another.
Here in America, however, there is a good deal of grassroots activity, - involving
not just clergy but laymen as well. But that was to be expected. After all,
America is passionately devoted to pluralism; "ex pluribus unum •.• one out of many"
is our nation's proudest motto.
be sure, now, the ideal and reality do not
always coincide, in· this sphere as any other. But since World War II the gap
between them has been substantially narrowed, and for some groups almost completely
closed.. The United States has become a genuinely multiethnic, multireligious, and
increasingly, a multiracial society. I mean, where else but iri America can you
hear a Salvation Army band play Hava Nagila?

To

I do not suggest here that all the differences between Catholics and Jews have
now been repaired and all is well. They have not and tensions remain. To begin
with, there are some contemporary issues which continue to cause strain between us.
On the Jewish side, there is deep disappointment that the Vatican, thus far at least,
has failed to recognize the State of Israel. The securing of Israel is a central
issue for Jews, understandably enough, in the light of our historic experience
which has taught us the need of a haven of refuge for our people, the need for at
least one country on this earth of ours for which Jews need no visa.
And so we do everything in our power to secure Israel's safety, to establish her
acceptance by the powers of the world. This is why Jews are dismayed that after 37
years of its existence the Vatican still has not seen fit to establish formal
relatio·ns with Israel. Obviously, the Church has other interests in the Middle East.
To be sure, . riow, the Pope cordially welcomes many Israeli dignitaries; Golda Meir
was rec,e ived by him, and Shimori.. Peres too just a few months ago. But then the Pope
quickly balances the ledger as it were, by receiving and embracing Yaser Arafat and that aggrieves the Jewish community.
But Catholics have grievances too, especially believing and practicing Catholics,
who are offended that Jews are not sufficiently supportive of an issue which goes
to the core of their concern. I refer now to the issue of abortion which holds so
high a place on the agenda of American Catholicism .
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Jews, generally speaking, are on the opposite side of that soul~searing debate in
holding to the proposition that women or their families be granted the right to
terminate pregnancy. It is not a right that is granted casually by our tradition;
the reverence for life is central to Judaism no less than to Christianity. And so
Judaism regrets abortion in most circumstances, but by no means in all. It does
not demand that the fertilized egg be protected in every case even when it is the
result of rape or of a father's systematic sexual abuse of his teen-age daughter .
Moreover. Jewish theology does not regard the fetus as a being apart from the
mother, but rather as fully a part of her. Judaism also affirms a kind of principle
of development that assigns a -greater worth to that which is actualized over that
which is merely latent or potential. In other words, the life and health of the
mother takes precedence over the potential life of the fetus. If I am not mistaken,
traces of a like doctrine can°be perceived in Christian theology, from St. Augustine
to Teilhard de Chardin. They too saw reality in terms of growth and becoming. What
I am trying to say is that perhaps the two positions are not really as far apart as
the intensity of the public debate might lead one to believe. ~ertainly no believing
Jew - given Judaism's solemn colDIDitment to life's sanctity - can take comfort in the
knowledge that we live in a society which allows if not encourages better than a
million abortions each yea~.
Hegel was right: the greatest crises in human history are not those of right
versus wrong, but those of right versus right. But that is not the way it is perceived by the crusade.r s with all their passion and zeal and sheer hatred. Be all
this as it may, abortion reniains a current issue that divides Catholic and Jew.
But beyond these contemporary issues that cause tension between our communities,
there is a more fundamental issue that remains unresolved and, in my judgmen~ will
. never be resolved, thus providing .a theoretical limit to our dialogue. I refer to
the role of Jesus in our respective theologies. He is, of course, the predominant
figure in Chdstian religious thought; the Son of God, their Savior who has redeemed
man from sin; the Messiah, the messenger, the means by which a new revelati9n has
been brought to humankind, the "new" revelations that has replaced the "old" revelation on Sinai.
Jews do not assign Jesus such a central role. In fact, Jewish theology does not
give him any role. It reflects no awareness of his being. Jewish history sees him,
if it sees him at all, simply as a teacher, as one of many such teachers, a rabbi,
follower of the Pharasaic tradition. No greater role is assigned to him. He is
of no consequence whatsoever theologically speaking.
Let me digress to point out - for ~his is important to our mutual understanding that Jews· do not reject Jesus, neither as a man, certainly not as a teacher.•
How could we? The teachings of Jesus are in full harmony w;f.th our own tradition.
Indeed, Jesus said that he came "to fulfill the law, and not to break it."
And
when he said "law" he meant the Torah that is so sacred to us, for it is "Torah"
along .with "God" and "Israel 11 that constitute the trinity of Jewish belief.
And so Jews do not reject the teachings of Jesus at all.· What they ~eject is not
what he taught, but rather what was taught concerning him, the theology that was
woven about his name: that he is God's only begotten son, that he -redeemed mankind
f.rol!l sin, that he was crucified and resurrected and that we must await his second
coming.. To put the matter diffei:;e11tly, Jews assi:gn Jesus a pl:ace in human .history,
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but not in the divine drama for humanity. Jesus is no more important to Judaism
than Mohammed or Buddha is to Christianity. Because this is so, and because it
cannot be otherwise, Christianity does not accord Judaism equal status. It assigns
Judaism only an antecedent role and not a role of full religious equality. It
respects Judaism as part of the religious history of Christianity. But it does not
and cannot define the Christ event in terms other than Je.w ish displacement.
This then is the theoretical upper limit of the Christian-Jewish dialogue, and
it is bound to engender a continuing mutual distress. (I suppose I ought not to
speak with such a certitude, using such terms as "upper limit" and "never changing."
After all, neither Christian nor Jew can foreclose the possibility of still another
act of divine grace which will allow us to perceive these ancient differences in
an entirely new way.)
Still, even acknowledging that some of our quarrels may be forever irreconcilable,
there is no reason why we should not continue to talk with one another if only to
hold on to our gains and in order to allay those mutual suspicions that still obtain in both camps.
More important still.• we ought to stake out areas for common endeavor and work
together toward their realization. Our commonalities exceed our differences,
especially hei:e in America where so very many issues evoke our common concern and
require a united response. In our search for allies, neither of us requires and
we Jews certainly do not look for, ideological congruence, for a full agreement
on each and every issue before we join forces. We can disagree with the Roman
Cathoiic Bishops on abortion and birth control and even matters affecting the
Middle Eas·t, but still work with them full-heartedly on such burning issues as
racial justice and world hunger. Indeed, the U.S. Conference of Bishops has taken
extraordinary leadership in presenting such momentous issues as nuclear disarmament
and economic justice to our nation and the human race. And we Jews are determined
to join with the bishops to amplify and to pursue these issues with all the
resources at our command. They urgently require the united response of the entire
religious community, do they not? Consider, if you will, our demeanor as a nation.
Here we are, the wealthiest country on earth, and yet we have reduced taxes for the
rich at the expense of the weak and the elderly, the poor and the handicapped. And
in this bounteous land of ours ther~ are many cities in which nearly 50% of black
and Hispanic youth. are out of work and out of hope and they have lost the faith
that this is a society which gives a damn for them. Aye, Reagonomics has tightened
this nation's belt 'round the neck of the poor.

.
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Or consider what we do with our world, how we take God's handiwork and despoil it:
the sweet air He gave us to breathe and the fresh water with which he blessed us,
the fertile green which delights the eye. Instead of acknowledging and making proper
use of all these gifts, we poison them, we tear apart the ozone, we carbonize the
oxygen, we acidify the refreshing rain, as we plunge the world headlong into a
nuclear saturnalia of burnt flesh and maimed bodies and the whole dark butchery
without a soul.
If
to
is
in

there is one issue that summons our united response then assuredly it is this:
bring to an end this madness that threatens to engulf. us all. Nuclear disarmament
the overriding moral issue of our time. Last, but not in the least, we can JOin
the struggle to counter the corrosive materialism of our time . We both identify
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ourselves essentially in religious terms and it is our common task to sanctify
both space and t i me. Surely the very spirit of our times is more responsive to
religion's message than it was in the past. An ever-increasing number of peop l e
are experiencing a void in their inner lives and are longing for something of more
enduring worth. Reason has b~en dethroned from its pedestal as the ultimate source
of salvation. Science is no longer seen as the saving grace of humanity . Peopie
everywhere are begi·nning to sense that the future of humankind cannot be entrusted
to the mindscape of a scientific rationality that as the spirit within us withers.
so does everything we build about us, that in the final analysis the state of
the single soul is the state of the universe.
Aye, there is a growing yearning for the sacred in our day. We all of us can feel
it. The very air we breathe is tense, a wind blows through space, and the tree
tops are astir. Men and women are restless, but not with the restlessness of those
who have lost their way · in the world and have surrendered to despair, but rather
with the hopeful questing of those who want to find a new way and are determined
to reach it. 1t is a searching after newer and truer values, for deeper, more
persona1 meaning. It is a purposeful adventure of the spirit.,...
These mi!n and these women are in the grip of a great hunger which, like all "great
hungers ·feeds on itself, growing on what it gets, growing still more on what it
fails to get . "
The prophet Amos spoke of such a hunger when he said:
"Behold the day cometh saith
that I .will set a famine in
not a famine of bread nor a
but of hearing the words of

the Lord God
the land
thirst for water,
the Lord."

Can you find a more· vivid limning of the very body and spirit of our age? Can you
paint a more vivid portraitur·e of the Great Hunger that has seized us ? Never
before, in recent history, has there been a greater yearning for those ideas and
ideals which the synagogue enshrines .
Let us therefore build our congregations and strengthen their core! Let us therefore, Catholic and Jew together, bestir our members to the task of repair'ing our
hideously fractured. world! Let us lead them to seek the Holy, for they will find
Him wherever they seek Him in truth!
And this above all, let us recapture our own faith, faith . that supreme creative
funct·ion of the human mind, fa:i:th which cries YES in defiance of a thousand
voices crying NO, which loves where others hate, which hopes where othe.r s despair,
which upholds human decency where others yield to an untamed savagery , yes, that
faith which by a magic all its own raises all things out of their native dust and
exalts them to the empyrean of lasting worth.
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Unanimously Adopted by the UAHC
Board of Trustees--May 19, 1985
JEWISH-CATHOLIC RELATIONS
BACKGROUND:
Twenty years ago, the Second Vatican Council issued Nostra Aetate (In Our Times),
an historic statement repudiating the ancient charge of deicide and condemning
anti-Semitism. The unprecedented pronouncement declared that the death of
Jesus cannot be charged against all the Jews .• . then alive nor against the
Jews of today, 11 adding that the church "decries hatred, persecutions and
displays of anti-Semitism directed against Jews at any time and by anyone."
This statement irrevocably altered the relationship between Catholics and
Jews. (In twenty years, these few words have broken down ancient walls of
separation, suspicion and mistrust based on stereotyped misunderstandings of
each other. All Christians were challenged to reexamine their attitudes
towards Jews.---;'"he Vatican declaration also had a profound effect on many
mainline Protestant denominations which adopted similar statements . )
11

The American bishops responded by establishing an office on Catholic-Jewish
relations in 1967 to encourage the fonnation of Catholic-Jewish relations
conunittees in every diocese in the country.
Progress has been made toward fulfilling the goal of eliminating anti-Semitism
from Catholic educational material and incorporating study of the history of
modern Jews and Judaism into the curriculum which includes an understanding
of the Holocaust, as well as the centrality of the State of Israel for the
Jewish people. It is no longer unusual to find rabbis and Jewish educators
teaching irr Catholic semi~aries and parochial schools.
Over the last two decades, Catholics and Jews have joined in coalition on a
number of conunon concerns such as nuclear disannament, hunger, housing, health
care, aid to refugees, unemployment and social services for the disadvantaged.
While serious differences divide us on some issues, the Roman Catholic Church
is unique in its commitment to establishing ongoing relationships with the
Jewish community. The most effective efforts to eliminate mistrust and misunderstanding have taken place so far on the national and diocesan level,
rather than in the local community. Survey reports indicate that the people
in the pews too often remain ignorant of the vast changes in the attitude of
the Catholic Church towards the Jews, so that misunderstanding may still persist on the grassroots level .
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Trustees of the UAHC marks the
twentieth anniversary of the historic statement of the Second Vatican Council,
by committing ourselves anew to the goal of strengthening Catholic-Jewish
relations in America.
~ccordingly, we:
l.

Urge UAHC member congregations to:
--establish Jewish-Catholic dialogues in the local community to create
better understanding of each other s beliefs;
1

--utilize the joint publication, THE CHALLENGE OF SHALOM FOR CATHOLICS
AND JEWS, to establish joint discussion and action programs on nuclear
disannament and other issues of common concern;
29

JEWISH-CATHOLIC RELATIONS - 2. .
--exchange texts and review educational material in use in the local
pari sh and synagogue to eliminate misunderstanding about Jews and
Catholics ; and
' ·
-•encourage exchange of teachers ~nd/or team teaching with Jewish and
Catholic c1ergy and educators on ·the semi nary 1eve-1 , in schoo1s of
education and religious schools wherever appropriate.
2. Call upon the Commissi on on Jewish Education and the Department of
Interrel igious Affairs to:
--prepare special educational material commemorating the twentieth
anniversary of the Second Vatican CounciT; and
--assure that infonnation regarding the changes in Catholicism since
Vatican II is disserni~ated on a regular basis to congreg~nts,
religious educators and youth.
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